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Tau09, Tau11, Tau13, Tay10b, Ten00, Tes10, Tih88, Tho71b, Tho71c, Tho84, Tho86, Tho87, Tho88, Tho90a, Tho90b, Tih07, Tih17, Tip88a, Too96, Tri97, Tri03. Book [Tri13, Tri10, Tuc00, Tur70b, Tur70a, Tur71b, Tur71a, Tur72, Tur79a, Tur84, Tur90a, Tur90b, Tur96, Tur03, Tur07, UL95, Vai12, Van95a, Van95b, Van99, Van02a, Van85, Van89, Van90, Van92, Van96, Van98b, Van98c, Ver13, Ver87, Ver09, Ver12, Ver17, Vet12, Vet19, Vic85, Vil90, Voe94, Voe01, Voe02, Voe03, Voe07, Waf86a, Waf91, Waf92, Waf94, Waf88, Waf17, Wai99, Wai13, War71, War79, War80, War93, War98, War08, War13, War19, Was77, Way96, Wea90, WW74, WW82, We194, Wel05, Wen99, Wer10, Wer13, Wes77a, Wes84, Wes90, Wes96, Wes77b, Whi73a, Whi76a, Whi78a, Whi82, Whi73b, Whi90, Whi97, Wil15, Wil86a, Wil97, Wil02, Wil78a, Wil14b, Wil78b, Wil90, Wil00, Wil01, Wil03, Wil04]. Book [Wil05b, Wil05a, Wis06, Wil015, Wil86a, Wil017, Wil90, Wil77a, Wil14b, Wil86b, Wil78b, Wil78a, Wil78]. Bookish [Doo18]. Booklet [Gib78]. Books [Ano70e, Ano70f, Ano71i, Ano71j, Ano72f, Ano72g, Ano73, Ano73k, Ano74h, Ano75g, Ano75h, Ano75i, Ano76a, Ano76b, Ano76c, Ano77a, Ano77b, Ano77h, Ano77i, Ano78, Ano79h, Ano79i, Ano79j, Ano80b, Ano80d, Ano81b, Ano81f, Ano81g, Ano81h, Ano82c, Ano82i, Ano82j, Ano82k, Ano83a, Ano83d, Ano84e, Ano84f, Ano84g, Ano85a, Ano85b, Ano87e, Ano87f, Ano87g, Ano88e, Ano89i, Ano89j, Ano90f, Ano90g, Ano91h, Ano92f, Ano92g, Ano93f, Ano93g, Ano93h, Ano94g, Ano95f, Ano96d, Ano97g, Ano97h, Ano98g, Ano99f, Ano99g, Ano99h, Ano00f, Ano00g, Ano00h, Ano01i, Ano02g, Ano02h, Ano02i, Ano02j, Ano03f, Ano03g, Ano03h, Ano04h, Ano04i, Ano04j, Ano05c, Ano05d, Ano05e, Ano06b, Ano06c, Ano07f, Ano07g, Ano08e, Ano08f, Ano08g, Ano08h, Ano09f]. Books [Ana09g, Ana10e, Ana10f, Ana10g, Ana11e, Ana11f, Ana12f, Ana12g, Ana12h, Ana13f, Ana13g, Ana13h, Ana15e, Ana15f, Ana16b, Ana16c, Ana19o, Ana70, Gin87a, Gin89d, Hen15a, Kru17, Mar03, Sch15, Sta72]. Borana [Rug87]. Borders [VF17]. Borelli [Bos09, Ros74a]. Borgia [Ana01c, Ave99, Ave06, Bri01a]. Borri [Car08]. Borrowed [Blo78]. Boscoevich [Tuc00, Tuc00]. Boston [Ben20, DeVo2a]. Bother [Ber81]. Boulder [Ave18, Rob86]. Boulliau [AH83]. Bound [Kwa12]. Boundaries [Ste05]. Boundless [Gra00]. Bowditch [Mon82]. Bracewell [Mit19]. Brackenridge [Nau98]. Bradlee [Che73]. Brahe [Don88a, Gin89b, Gle04, Kre05, Lat93, Peo08, Sha07a, Sha99b, The71b, Wes90, Wil00, CR22, Car08, GV98a, GV98b, Gin07a, Gra13b, Mes21, NKM+16, Sch23b, Sha07a, The71b, Van06, Wes78, Wes79, Lat93]. Brahmagupta [Pin71a, Pin71a]. Brahmim [DeVo2a]. Brass [Gin91c]. Brasil [de 22]. Breakdowns [SO00]. Breaking [Dic06]. Bredekamp [Hei14b]. Bregen [Rod73]. Breifwechsel [Swe90]. Brenger [Mes20]. Brepols [Eva17, Fal23, Zep19]. Brera [Gin87c]. Brian [Bak15]. Brides [Sch12b]. Bridging [Tir22a]. Brief [Ana76b, Ana76c, Edm84, Gin05c, Gus88, Hat88, Hos82b, Rag09, Tau09, Wel84, Wil86a]. Briefe [Oes15, RR13, Ren89, Swe98, Bru87]. Briefen [Kre86]. Briefing [Yeo00]. Briefwechsel [Ana15f, Ebd83, Sch14b, For81]. Bright [Lan88, Moz16, Mar75]. Brightest [Sch07a]. Brightly [Cha72]. Brightness [Gol96a, MD21]. Brill [Boh19, Jus20, Mar14, War19]. Brilliant [Gin05c]. Britain [Ash00, Dew00, Heg82, Hos01a, Bry72, TT78, Tic09, Heg78].
Britannica [Tho84, KPG03]. British [Gin05c, Hos04d, Lov87, dP82, Sul02, Tho84, Yeo99, Ash00, Bel09a, Dav19, Hos04d, LH05, Lov87, McC93, McC89, Mea81, Ogj11, dP82, Sym82, Win06, Bel09a]. Britannia [Hos03c, Hos07b, Hos07c, Hos01a].

Broadside [Gin76]. Brogar [TT73b, TT75, TT77]. bronze [Jon21].

Broom [Hug10]. Broughton [Smi18a]. Brown [CT12, CT12]. Bruce [Nau98]. Brudzewo [Bar13a]. Bruin [Kin02a]. Bruno [Ano22b, Blu00, Pan09b, Sha99b, Tes10, Blu00, Blu21, Don71a, Gra08b, Liit10, Omo19, Pan09b, Tes10, Don71a]. Buch [Rut12, Gin91a]. Buenos [Nor91b]. Bugge [Hut12]. Build [Ano05a, Cha72, JLS05, JHLS05].


Bunge [Ano81a]. Bureau [CT86, Gre23]. Bürgi [Gin80b]. Burial [Eve86, BMA90, Far93, Fat00, Gin99c, Gra11a, Han09b, Hen15a, HS16, HS18, Jol19, Kel99, Lz99, Loc00, McC19, Mea81, Omo17, Ped15, Rug87, Riip15, Sve74a, Sve86c, War13, Bir74, CML23, Dic21, Gin99d, MC13a].

Calendrical [Kel99, Mal78, McC19, Nor92a, CML23, Kel99]. Calendars [Röp15].

Calendrier [Kel99, Mal78, McC19, Nor92a, CML23, Kel99].

Calculus [Ste02a]. Calculating [Car21, Gin91b, Gin01c, Kre10, CML23].

Calculating [Car21, Gin91b, Gin01c, Kre10, CML23].

Calculus [Mon82, MS04, Wil93, ZH12, Sho21, Sal06].

Calculations [BSL86, Jon16, Kel99, LS05, Lz99, Gin91b].

Calculator [Gin91b, Gin91b, McC82, McC82].

Calculators [McC82, Gin91b].

Calendar [Ash86, BMA90, Far93, Fat00, Gin99c, Gra11a, Han09b, Hen15a, HS16, HS18, Jol19, Kel99, Lz99, Loc00, McC19, Mea81, Omo17, Ped15, Rug87, Riip15, Sve74a, Sve86c, War13, Bir74, CML23, Dic21, Gin99d, MC13a].

Calendar-Maker [Omo17].

Calendar-Making [Röp15].

Call [Sal06].

Callahan [TH79].

Callanish [CFMR77].

Cambridge [Bel14b, Dan19b, DeVo0a, DeV14b, Dob00, Gin00e, Gin12a, Hen15b, Kra22, Rad90, Rot17, Sul14, Too95, Van98c, DL15, Dup90, Gen90a, Vie85, Sha78].

Can [Gin89d, Had84, Waf91].

Camera [Edd71b].

Camille [She14, Cro15].

Campaign [GV98a, GV98b].

Campaigns [Goo09].

Campanus [Tur84].

Campbell [Ost89].

Canada [Sm18a, Bat90, Jar75, Jar77, Smi81, Smi18a, Smi81, UL95].

Canadian [Bat90].

Canaria [ESBG96, ESBG97].

Canario [Iwa96].

Cancri [Sch23b].

Canadrärken [KMD+18].

Canon [Azz11, Obs93].

Canons [Hus12, Nor95].

Canvas [Ste00a].

Cape [Eva86, Eva87a, Hea99, Hos04b, Rot80,
Wel94, Eva86, Eva87a, Hea99, Hos04b, Hos08c, Rot80, War78, Wel94, Hos08c.

Capella [Eas00]. Capital [FV17]. Capponi [GM03]. Capri [Fal21, Nor78]. Capricorn [Orc90]. Captain [Pau88]. Cardano [Azzi11]. Cardinal [Das15]. Career [Edd86, She99, Smi22]. Careers [DeV98]. careful [MD21]. Carl [Ano15f, Sch14b, Sch14b]. Carnac [Fre75, TT71, TT72a, TT72b, TTG76]. Carnegie [Dic06, Pau95, Nee91, Pau95]. Caroline [Bec15, Hos14c, Kra11, Cor03, Hig14, HW81, Hos05b, Hos05c, Hos06c, Hos06d, Hos14b, Tur77, Cor03]. Carolingian [Cau08, McC04, Pal12, Cau08, Hos06c, Hos06d, Hos14b, Tur77, Cor03]. Carried [Slu97a]. Carrington [PP07]. Carteggio [Cen14]. Cartesian [Whi73b]. cartésienne [Lütt00]. Cartographer [Kle14, Wil14b]. Cartography [Van02b]. Carved [Ave05]. Case [Bec19, Cle71, Dek08a, GC08, Gra12d, Lan83, Rav73, Sch70, SB84, Tay10b, GB09, Sch12a]. Caspar [Gau17, Gin77c, Hol95]. Cassini [Van96, BS92, Fab19, Gra21b, Leq18, Van96, VvdS19]. Cassiopeia [Ash80]. Castelli [Sie05]. Castiglione [Jar06]. Castilian [Cha19]. Castilla [Pou88]. Castile [Fin08]. Castle [Cha15b, Mol14a, Ben14a, SW18, Arm72]. Castlehill [Rei82]. Catalan [Hos08b]. Catalans [Ano15f, Hos08b, Hos06b]. Catalog [Gin75a, Gre02, Gre04, Gub88]. Catalogo [Gin87c]. Catalogue [Ano76c, Ano01b, Con70, DE00, Dob02, Duk02, Dun20, Eva87b, Eva87c, Eva92, Gin87a, Gin70a, Gin75a, Gin77d, Gin81b, Gin87a, Gin90d, Gin03d, Gin04a, Gin10c, Hos06c, Kri93, Kun86b, Kun91, dP82, Ram07, Rec11, SC88, Saw80, Sch01a, Sch05a, Sch14a, SG09, SWe86b, SWe92a, SK16, Tan94, Tho84, Tur70a, Wlo90, Wri07, Eva92, Gin04b, GWZ22, Hos11b, Kun91]. Catalogues [Duk03, Gin87c, Gin04c, Sch13, Zso94, Zso20, She90]. Cataloguing [Hos11b]. Catalogus [Gin87c]. Catalonia [Hos06b]. Catalunya [HP98, HP99]. Catastrophic [Car86]. Catch [Vet19, Whi08]. Cathedral [Bre00, Pou83]. cathédrale [Ano83b, Pou83]. Cathedrals [Bre00]. catoptric [Nal22]. Causality [Bon07]. Cause [Bhu00]. Causes [Gre99, Kru08, Cro23b]. Cautious [Eis01]. Cave [FJ11]. Cavellato [Gin88b]. CD [Burr5, Eva00]. CD-ROM [Burr5, Eva00]. edix [Cro15]. CE [MHS23]. Cecco [Don79]. Cecilia [DeV03, DeV85a]. Cedillo [Cha19]. Celebrate [Ano84b, Wuo8]. Celebrating [Kra22]. Celebration [Ano84b]. Celebrations [Gin97a, How88, Smd98]. Celeste [Ste12b, Can09, Hos89b, Wil85, Wil95, Van94b]. Célestes [Cap12]. Celeste [Omo11a]. Celestial [Ack18, Ave11, Bec19, Ben20, Bol05, Bon19b, Bon19a, Bra20, Bur80, Cam11, Dup03, Eva02, Gin85e, GH07, Gra06, Gra11b, Hug10, Jar00, JR10, Kun88, LG12, Mor97, Qua17, Sal94a, Sch03, Ste00a, Swe13, TB13, Cul17, HGGVE+23, Hos02a, Ous15]. celestiales [Cha19]. celestis [Ste88]. Cellarius [Rem08]. Cemetery [PHP92, PH96, PP82]. Census [Dan04b, Gin06c, Mos03, Pou85, All71, Sar78, Sha96, Shu82]. Cent [CL05]. Centenary [Hos92a, Kra22, Dev03]. Centennial [Ano84b, Ano84a, Dic95, Dic06, Gin84b, Smd12, HES2, Wuo80]. Center [Doe19, Had84, Ost92b]. Centers [Mil91]. Centiloquium [Bou23]. Central [Nau98, BG12, Hos02c]. Centrality [Fei86, Sza18]. Centre [Ave95, Lit10, Mox14]. Centred [Eas01]. Century [Bro88a, CG97, Dic00b, Gin90d, Hen15b, Kra20, Lii99, Miu84, Sch14a, Sta95, TQ18, Tur70a, UC16, WW74, Ye099, Hea14, MHS23, Bro91b, Sha97b, Stat95]. Century [Ack05, Atp14, Arn11, Bcc10, Bcc15, Ber97a, Bla98b, Cha15b, Cor98, Dun92, Eis85].
Eva89, Eva09b, Gin75b, GM03, Gin11b, Goe09, Gol03b, Gra21b, Has11, Hin04, HS18, Hol10b, Hos04d, Jar90, Kao17, Lio15, Min00, Nal16, Nor92a, Ost80, PdV85, Pon09, RC11, Str99, Sur72, Ten00, Waf02, Way96, Whi73a, vH87, vdW17, Car23, Cha21, De 14, For16, GJ22, Maa16, Mol14a, NKM +16, Not23a, Sel12, Sho21, de 22, Aub16, Bau87, Ben84, Brea13, Cha98, CG10, Che72, Chi15, Con70, CMM +15, CO13, Dan12b, Dol98, DS89, Far04, FV17, Fle92, GHS08, Gen87, Gin76, Gin83a, Gin97c, GM03, Gin13c, Gre00, Grö83, HH07, Has19, Her73, Hos95a, Hos04d, Hos14c, Hus12, JT92, Kai07, Ker19, KG82, Kin87, Kin95a, Kok98, Kre11, Ler80, LG12, Liv16, McC93, Mea85, Mol76, Nas13, Nor80, Nor83, Not14b, Not15a, Not15b, Pan86, Pin98, Ray72, Ris81, RC11, Rus74a, Rus74b, Sal94a, Sal94b, Sam98, Sha99a, Smi91, Smi97, Spe13, Ste90b, Str10, TG87, Tur02, VG01, War98, Wer13, Whi72, Wil93, Ano81a, Kes15, Mer11, Ben87b, Dan12b, Dar91, Eas89, Fei86, Gin77c, Gin87a, Hin04, Péo08, Rot80, Smi89, Tur72, Ver17.

Century
[Kre11, Ler80, LG12, Liv16, McC93, Mea85, Mol76, Nas13, Nor80, Nor83, Not14b, Not15a, Not15b, Pan86, Pin98, Ray72, Ris81, RC11, Rus74a, Rus74b, Sal94a, Sal94b, Sam98, Sha99a, Smi91, Smi97, Spe13, Ste90b, Str10, TG87, Tur02, VG01, War98, Wer13, Whi72, Wil93, Ano81a, Kes15, Mer11, Ben87b, Dan12b, Dar91, Eas89, Fei86, Gin77c, Gin87a, Hin04, Péo08, Rot80, Smi89, Tur72, Ver17].

Century-Old
[Ber97a, Gra21b].

Cepheid
[Wil07].

Ceragioli
[Bre18].

Ceres
[CMO11, Cun16, For71a, Mir17, Mir17].

CESLA
[Ave95].

Chabás
[Fal23].

Chacona
[BAE93].

chair
[GH22].

Cham
[Cro23a, Gee18, Löh19, Mít19, Sil23].

Chamber
[Tur79a].

Chamberlain
[Had84].

Chamberlin
[Bru78b, Bru78c].

Champion
[Wag92].

Chandra
[Sch07b].

Chandraukhar
[Smi96, Smi96].

Change
[Cha90, Cul93, Kre13, Sch01c, Mar12a].

Changed
[Bio04, Wil05b, Zuj11].

Changes
[SS90].

Changing
[De 06, Dev07, McC03].

Channel
[Le 08, Le 09].

Chaos
[Hol03].

Chapp
[vH86].

Chapter
[Ans05, Tur84].

characters
[Swe86a, Pin03].

Characteristics
[Cha12].

Characters
[DeV89].

[Van97].

Charles
[Boh19, Cha15b, Hos88, Plo90, Tur07, Dev90, Hod77, Hos88, Eva87a].

Chart
[Sta06].

Charts
[Schi09].

Checklist
[Ano74a, WW71].

Chéneaux
[Ano74a, WW71].

Cheaper
[Smi07].

Checklist
[Ano74a, WW71].

Chéneaux
[Ano74a, WW71].

Chasian
[RC11].

Chaucer
[Pad91, Duk12, Dun13].

Children
[Hig17].

Chimney
[MEA91].

China
[Ano03a, Gin98, Gin03a, Has11, Shi11, Siv77, Siv98, Tur71b, CL22, Cul93, FS96, FV17, Gin96c, Has87, Has11, Li19, Lin19, Nee74, Nor91a, Shi00, Siv05, Siv10, SS98a, SF95, Tur71b, Yor01, Lan89].

Chinese
[Har72, Nee71, Pan90a, Qau17, Siv05, Cul02, Cul05, Cul17, Lan89, LZ99, MSH21, Nak71, Nee71, Pan90a, Qau17, Siv77, Siv98, Ste98a, SB12, SMH18, TQ18, WS16, WS19, Yan86, ZJJ +99].

Chinnici
[Cen14, Cen17].

Chinois
[Sv10].

Chinoises
[Yan86].

Chioniades
[Sv10].

Ch'iu
[SY92].

Chryss
[LU23].

Christian
[Lau14].

Christianity
[Gin01c, Sha11, Nor08a].

Christianen
[Mit19].

Christine
[Mal15, Roc17].

christlichen
[War13].

Christmas
[CJ20].

Christoph
[Blaz7, Kre07b, EZ16].

Christopher
[Fei84, Qau17, Ben75].

Chronicle
[SY92, Bot76, MSH22b, OP89].

Chronicles
[SS91a, Ste77].

Chronicling
[Ano74a, WW71].

Chronography
[Nor92a].

Chronological
[Mar12b, Nor92a, Obr19, RS18].

Chronology
[Kaz73, Mal78, Mer03, Nor92a, Sch00a, Ste12a, Swe74b, Ver12, CS21, Rib24, Kaz73].

Chromometers
[Bre13].

Chugoku
[Nak71].

Chumash
[Had84].

Ch’un
[SY92].
Ch‘un-Ch‘iu} [SY92]. Church
[Bre00, Bro96, Gin05d, Hos04c, Mul82, Wes96, Gol01a, Hos04c, Sch91]. churches
[UAGGB21]. Ciência [LN09]. Ciel
[Bla01, Kus10, Mol70, Ver09]. Cielo
[Hos00a, LS24]. Cielos [Gra12b]. Ciência
[GL08, Hos06b]. científicos [LN09].
Cimento [Tur84]. cimetière [PP82].
Cingitur [Van74a]. Cinquecento
[Swe92b, Pan09b]. circa [Her22]. Circle
[And90, Bel20, Ben91a, Lüt10, Sta99, Wlo23, Meu10]. Circles
[Chi09, Hos01a, PF83, Ree11, Gin87b].
Circular [Gin87b, Llo15]. Circulation
[CK07]. Circumference [Lüt10].
Circumpolar [Loc85]. Circumsolarity
[Bra20]. Cities [Kim95b]. Citizen
[Smii12, Tur75]. Citizen-Scientists [Smii12].
City [Spr93a]. Civic [Bel07]. Civil
[Bro10, Dew87, Swe74a]. Civilizaciones
[Hos00a]. Civilization
[Ave11, Sal06, BF13, Ave11, Pan15].
Civilizations [Hos83b]. Civilizing [Dea94].
Clairaut [Wil93]. Clarendon [Smii96].
Clark [Dew70, Gin97b, Dew70, Gin97b].
Clarke [ML14]. Clash [Eis88b, Wes89].
Classic [Ald02, Cog08, Smii09, Vai12, Ada21].
Classical [Eva11, Han09a, Mon82, Plo16a, Sid10, Mol14b].
classics [War15, Mit86].
Classification [HB71b, HB71a, Har14, Pin70, Syn15, Tec89, Zso10].
Classe [Gra07a, Llo80, Wil87b]. Classroom
[Rap15b]. Claudius
[Moe80, To877, She15, Eva92]. Claus
[Wlo23]. Clavius [Bla97, Bla97]. Cleomedes
[Eva05, Neu81]. Cleomede [Neu81]. Clerk
[Wil05b]. Clerke [Eis03, Eis03, Gin01b].
Clerks [Tur71b]. Clifford [Mir17]. Climb
[Ost89]. Clive [Dun23, Mag23]. Clock
[Loc83, MS04, MS05, Oes10, Pou83].
Clockmaker [Bre13, Sy107]. Clockmaking
[Ben20, Hai21]. Clocks [Ano771, Bro90, Gin85c, Gin86b, How86, How94, Lan89, Loc92, Loc96, SS98a, Str81, Sym02, Gin86b].
Clockwork
[Bry81, Die99, Lan89, Str81, Tur90a]. Close
[Gin87a, Li19, Yor01]. Clouds [Ash79b].
Clube [Car86]. Clues
[Ano04b, BGP13, ZB04]. Clusters [Hos08g, Hos11b, Hos13, Smii00, Pop22, Gin70a].
Clyde [Rea92, Rea92]. CO [Ave18, Rug95].
Co-Operation [Rug95]. Coast
[HGGVE+23]. Coat [Hos16b]. Cocktail
[Mes15, Fre14]. Code
[Di06, Sch11, Tur79b, Mel09]. Codex
[Ano01c, Ave99, Ave06, Pin74, Vai12, BBW97, Bri01a, Kel83, Kno03, Mar95].
code [GS13, Lip15]. Codices
[AM95, AM96]. Codicum [Gin87c].
Codified [Hos01a]. Coelestis [Tho84].
coelestium [Eva00, Cha19, Wil86b].
colum [Ham06]. Coffee [Gin16b, Rem15].
Cognition [Van89]. Cognitive
[How02, Wes09b]. Cognizing [Wes09b].
Cohen [Smii04]. Coherent [Ber19].
Coignet [Mes20]. Coin [SM05].
Coincidence [Bon78]. Cold [Bat90].
coleccões [LN09]. Colégio [LN09].
Collaboration [Car97]. Collapse [Bla97].
Collectanea [Gin78b]. Collected [Bel14a, DeV85b, Gin93, Mes11, Min00, DeV85b].
Collecting [Mol14b]. Collection
[Gin87c, Gin99a, Lat20, Sch14a, Sta04, Tau94, Tur70a, SG16]. Collections [Gin77d, Gin85b, Sch14a, Tur70a, Tur79a, WW71].
Collectives [Hos00b]. Collector [WW82].
College [Bel77, DEK24, Had84, Mac90, Rob90, Rot90, Ste90a, DL15, Mor80, Spe80].
Collide [Ave95]. Collimitius [Sha99a].
Collinder [Ano76j]. Colloquia
[Jar73, Nee74]. Colloquio [Rug95].
Colloquium [Llo80, Siv89]. Colluding
[Top03]. Colonial [Hea99, dA17]. Colorado
[Ave18]. Colour [Gin10b, Hoc92].
Columbian [Ave18, Car76, Ano73a, Ave18, Hiv81, Kru22, Spr92]. Comet
Bro85, Car17b, Cer97, Don73a, FF20, Fle92, Gin86a, HW81, Kok81, Mar87, OP89, POH96, Sei17, Waf86a, NKM+16, HD84, JKKC19, OP92, Waf86b, Wil93, Yaz14, Rec22.
Cometa [Gin82c].
Cometarum [Ruf10].
Cometary [Hen09, Jas20, Ost92a, Ruf71, vH87].
Cometas [Hei14a, Omo13, Gra12a].
Comete [Str10].
Cometography [Gre02, Gre04, Gre99].
Comets [Bos09, Bur10, Chi15, Coo99, Dal80, Gen92b, Gin20, Gin86a, Gra20, Gen92b, Gre99, Gre04, Ost92a].

Coming [CT12, McM89, Nor08a].

Coming-to-Be [CT12].

Commemorate [Ash86].

Commemorated [Cha89, Dic95, Gin93f, Sha08, Woo87].

Commemorating [Sha89].

Commemorative [Rag83].

Commensuration [Hen15a].

Comment [Duk05].

Commentaire [Eva88, Eva01, Pin80].

Commentaria [Don00].

Commentaries [Byr11, Gin96c].

commentario [Omo11a].

Commentariolus [Gra80, Dob73, DS89].

Commentary [Bar13a, CS21, Duk11, Eva88, Hos97b, Lat00, Lin07, Pin71a, Pin74, Pin80, RA18, Sal79, Don93, Knu14, Swe86a, Swe17c, Fal23, Gan15, Zep19, Bel09b, dSP78].

Commentators [Lat00].

Commented [OT13].

Commenting [Lat00].

Comment [Atk75, Tur77, TH79].

Commercial [Sim09].

Commission [Ano70b, Ano95g, Gin82d, SGDO02, Ano71c, Ano76d, Ano79b, Ano89a, Dêbo95, Dic97b, Dic00c, Nor91b].

Committee [Ano895].

Common [BS92, Hen15a, Smi96].

Commonly [Kun86b].

Communities [Bru96].

Community [DeV98, Pau81, Péo08, Smi18b, SuI4, Mun13, Bon19b].

Companion [Gin00e, HW07, WR08].

Company [Sch12a].

Comparative [GZB14].

Comparison [Hei12, TQ18].

Compass [Gin03c].

Compatibles [Ols93].

Compendium [Jon91a].

Compilation [Ste19, Wlo90].

compiler [Fal23].

Complete [Cul02, Hos13, Kn090a, Kri93, Pou96, Smi90b, Low09].

Completed [Fei03, Gin08].

Completé [Wil03, Pou96].

Completing [Gat20, Kre19, Sha22].

Complex [Spr93b, Spr93c, Swe17c].

Composing [Ste02b].

Composita [Dav09].

Composition [Siv05, Ste02b, Swe74b, Whi78].

Compound [Van77].

Compromises [Mac90].

Computation [Kre12, Nee71, Whi75].

Computational [CG99, GC2008].

Computations [Jon91b, Ter84].

Computer [CS02a, Duk04, Eva09b, Fat98, Muc75, Ols93, Van98a, Gin91b].

Computerized [Ano74a].

Computers [Mul20].

Computing [CG13, Kre11, Ols93, Siv10, Ano13a].

Computistical [McC03].

Computistics [Not14b, Pal12].
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Ottoman [Hei00, Hei00, Sch20].
Ottone [Cro23a].
Our [Arm73, Bia04, Cro12, Dev14b, Dic13b, Dun20, Hos75, Lad10, Hut13].
Ownership [Dav19].
Oxbow [Kru17].
Oxford [Kru17, Mc19, Smi96, Ano94a, Ano96a, Car00, CG16, CG18, Hos96, Spe80, Vic85].
Oxygen [Plo77].
Oxyrhynchus [Gol00].
P. [Ave18, Eva87a, Löh19, Mer06, New77, Sul14, JKCC19, OP89]. P. [Jon16, TF16].
Painting [Cam02, Ste00a]. Països [Hos06b]. Pakal [Cog08]. Palenque [Cog08, Ros82a, Cog08]. Palermo [Chi09].
Palgrave [Ano15f]. Pallas [Bou12].
Palmyra [Loc95]. Palomar [Yav99, Ost97b, Ost98]. Pamyatniki [Rya71].
Pantanteria [TSH92]. Paper [Kre11, Ano15f, Bec15, Boh19, Bur15, Cen17, Kre17, Lio15, Mit19, Oos15].
Paperback [Bra15, Cen14, Hea15, Hei14a, Jar90, Kle14, LF15, Lep14, Mol14b, Mul83, Nau98].
Papers [Bar13b, BH81, Duk05, For70b, For71b, For71c, Gin92a, Gin99c, Had84, Jas96b, Ken85, Mil80, Min00, Ost97a, Rad90, Ste05, War78, Wis06, TH79, Wil87a].
Papiologica [Jon97]. Papyri [Gol00].
Paradoxes [Wer13]. Paralipomena [Sha02].
Paralipomenous [Mal10, Ano15f]. Parallax [Atk82, CT93, Sie05, Wil79, Huf91].
Parallaxes [GB09]. Parallel [EZ16, Gol11, Gol12, Jus20, Mil04, War19]. Parameters [Sal85, Wil84, Gin90e, Wil84].
Parapeniga [ASE+13]. Parapenigma [Sid10, Sid10].
Paris [Cha90, Gin03a, Gin11c, Lan87, CG18, Déb96, Fab19, Feu75, Hat83, Hen76, Ke183, Lan87, Lau07, Ler00, Mal23].
Parisian [Not15b].
parisien [Mol76]. Parisiens [Gin88b]. Park [Had84].
Parmenides [Gre14, Llo15]. Pars [Nor86]. Parsons [Cha15b, Mol14a, Smi02, Smi02].
Parsonstown [Hos02b]. Part [AMP95, Gin86b, Hos11c, Jar90, JGL14, LGJLF14, Sha02, Ste99, Ste06a, Wes90, Wil86b, Ano76c, Ano05a, AMP96, BH73a, BH73b, Bru78b, Bru78c, ESBG96, ESBG97, Eva87b, Eva87c, For70b, For71b, For71c, Gre04, Hen99a, Hen99b, Hos11d, Ito09, JLS+05, JHLS05, Moz13b, Moz13c, Ost84b, Ost84c, Ost97b, Ost98, SB72b, SBF07b, SBF07a, Smi08, Smi90a, Spr93b, Spr93c].
partes [Pou84]. Partner [Hos04a].
Partnership [Bia04, Cort3].
Parts [Mes15, Fre14].
Partying [RC16].
Paschali [Nor92b]. Passage [CKE11, Dew87, Gen92a]. Passion [Ver12].
Past [Ano76b, Ave94, Doe08, Eng02, Hos94, McC07, Smi20, Whi76a, Wea90].
Patent [Bak15, GMML14]. Path [Ano22a, CB05, Mar14, Moz14, Sce13, WDR11, Gap21].
Paths [Wes09a].
Pathways [Roc16].
Patience [Ste06].
Patras [Gin82d].
Patrick [Cro15, Oos15].
Patrizi [Bon96].
Patronage
[BG03, Bla91b, Blu13, Bru96, Rot90].

Patterns [Ave09, Van89, Whi92].

Paucker [Oes15, RR13].

Paul [Ano21b].

Paulerinus [HH07].

Pauper [Hev94].

Pawnee [Had84].

Paying [Rot17].

Payne [DeV85a, DeV03, DeV85a, DeV03, Tri13].

Payne-Gaposchkin [DeV85a, DeV03, DeV85a, DeV03].

Payne-Scott [DeV85a, DeV03, DeV85a, DeV03].

Payne-Scott [Tri13].

pbk [Doe19, Fin19].

PC [Ols93].

Peace [Van95b].

Peak [Edm84, Lie02, Edm84].

Peck [SM04].

Pecked [Ave05, RS84].

Pedersen [Duk11, Nor98].

Pedro [Nor00b, Mal13, Nor00b, Mal13].

P`elerin [Tur96].

P`elerin’s [Tur96].

Peloponnes [Eva98].

Pendulum [D´eb05].

Penetrating [Ben76b].

Peninsula [GB10, Kre02, RAGGB18, Iwa96].

Penser [Gra07a].

People [Dic00a, Sis87].

Peoples [Sne98].

Perception [Gin91b, L¨ut00].

Perceptions [Blo78].

Perceiving [Duk11, Nor98].

Perfect [Het78, Str93, DeV02a].

Pers [Dan12a, Moe75, Yav99].

Perfection [Gin87b].

Perga [Jon99].

Perigee [Whi75].

Perihelion [Dic99, Lan84, Ros82b].

Period [BS92, Heg82, Hci00, Mer09, Nic90, Vai96, Wil07, Don09].

Periods [Gol02b, Hos83b, McC83b, TQ18, Hos83b].

Peripatetic [Hos88].

permanentes [PC01].

Perrin [Wes09a].

Perrine [Hod77].

Perseverence [Bec00].

Persian [Bar18, Gol72].

Person [God07, Dob83a].

Personal [Cah19, Eva13, Gin91b, Hir09, Ric13].

Personalities [For74a].

Personality [Ald02].

Perspective [Bel01a, Cor03, Mer11, Rot01, Ste04].

Perspectives [Ald09, Apt99, Eis96, Gin05d, Gol94, Hir92, Sch90, Tau11, HeS82, Eis96, Ano84a].

Persuasion [Bec00, Gin03h, Rot09].

Peru [Ave87, Ave87, Gli88, Sha87c].

Pervoy [Rya71].

Pesic [Dan19b].

Peter [CWW17, Dan19b, Mal90, Sil23, Sni18a, Kul87, Kun87, Ves98].

Petersburg [Kri97, Oes15, RR13].

Petersburgskaya [Kul87].

Petit [Pin80].

Petri [Nor86, Nor86].

Petroglyphs [McS85].

Petrus [Gra11a, Kre07a].

Peucer [Gin77c, Gin77c].

Peucer [Gin77c, Gin77c].

Pfaff [Oes15, RR13].

Phaenomena [Eva12, Gin03b, Eva12].

Phases [Pap91].

Phänomen [Sis87].

Philadelphia [Ano15f, Gin80a, Jar90].

Philipp [McC19, Zep19, Sta00a].

Philip [Ler11a].

Philolauus [Taa96, Tau96].

Philomenae [Nor86].

Philosophandi [May11].

Philosopher [CJ05, Tes10, Van98b, Will4b].

Philosophers [Don79, Don98, Kre82, Mil04].

Philosophical [Ano15f, Don71b, Eis96, Jar90, Kel83, Llo94, Mol93, Rec16].

Philosophically [Ber19].

Philosophy [Ben81a, Don02, Gin96d, GM30, GB86, Hos00c, Lat00, Mar14, Mol70, Rap15b, Sww01, Wes94].

phisicos [dA17].

Phoenix [Sch78].

Photograph [Bec00].

Photographic [Gin12a, Hen99b, SS16, Sta04].

Photographing [Moz21].

Photographique [LH05].

Photographs [Bec13, Ben87a, Kesi0, POh96].

Photography [Lan83, Ost94, Zru21, Cro00].

Photomechanical [Pan95].

Photometer [Sta00b].

Photometry [Lil99].

Photosphere [TMG02].

Physical [Avo84b, Bec19, Bur10, Cas18, Dar91, Dog87, Edd82, Gra76, Hos73, Kaa12, Mur95, Sha07b, Tho88, Wes84, Wes01].

Physician [Omo17].

Physicist [Ost92b].

Physicists [DeV00b, Sil23, DeV07].

Physics [Bar88, Ano81a, Coo97, DK83a, DK83b, DeV00b, DeV94, Edd71a, Gra76, Kd90].
Rug82, Rug83, SS95, SS91b, GJ22, Cha89].

Predicted [Bro85, SS97b, Ste97].

Prediction [CJ22, Dra79, Fur96, Gin70b, Pan94a, SF07, Ste08b]. Predictions [Mor01a, Ste98a, Rut21].

Preface [Ano89c, Ano90a, Ano91a, Ano92a, Ano93a, Ano94b, Ano95c, Ano96b, Ano97a, Bhu13, Tho84].

Prehistory [Iwa96]. Prehistorian [Atk75].

Prehistoric [Ash00, Cow71, GZB14, Heg78, HH82].

Prehistory [Gin01d, HD06, Bel01a].

Prelude [Nee91]. Preludes [McM05].

Premiers [Van86]. Premiers [Cap12, Wil03]. Premodern [Roc17].

Preparation [Ost95]. Prepared [Gin06d].

Present [AKJ+23, Ano76b, Ave94, Eng02, Hos94, McC07, Wua90, Tat99, Ten01, Whi76a].

Presence [Sha87a].

Print [Lip00, Rap11b, Kre02].

Printing [Gin90d, GV03, Pan12].

Probe [Ash80, Loc85]. Problem [DeV75, Nau98, Rug83, Van74a, Wes09a, Wil08a, Wil09, Kut23, Swe86a].

Probable [Ash80, Ave95, Hos96, How88, Liv13, Mel89, Snu97, Tri10, Wul13, Whi76b, Wil15, Rot01].

Process [De 06]. Processo [She86].

Proceedings [Ash86, Ave95, Hos96, How88, Liv13, Mel89, Snu97, Tri10, Wul13, Whi76b, Wil15, Rot01].

Programme [Cul07, Pau81, Bec22].

Programs [Gin91b, LS05].

Project [BM15, MR93, RMH91, RM92].

Programs [Bro10].

Proposed [SG05].

Propriety [MJT03].

Provenance [GB86, Mor14, SMH18].

Provenal [Sau00].
Ps. [Bou23]. Ps.-Ptolomy [Bou23].
Pseudo [She15]. Pseudo-Ptolemy [She15]. Pseudoscience [Sha14]. PSI [TF16].
Psychology [Dic90]. Ptolemaeum [Gol73b]. Ptolemaic [Bla97, Loh19, Car23, Eva87b, Eva87c, Eva92, EM08, Gin00b, Mor16, Moz16, Sal94, Sal94a, Sal94b, Too77].
Ptolemaïus [Eva92, Too77]. Ptolémée [Eva88, Eva01, Ler11b, Nor82, Pin80].
Ptolemy [Eva92, Eva93b, Gin90e, Gol84, Kre93, Lio94, Nor94, Wil84, Bar99, Ber22, Ber19, Bou23, CS21, Car19, CT93, DE00, Dob02, Eva93b, Gol73b, Gol82, Gol97, HS81, Jon17, Kno91, Kre93, Las19, Ler11b, Lio94, Loc84, Mac98, Mer11, Moz14, Mur95, Nev96, OT13, Pin03, SC88, Sch13, SL13, She90, She15, Sve89, Sve92a, Sve04a, Sza18,Thu03, Van94a, Van98a, Whi75, Wil84, Who90, Lio94, Mer11, Moe80, Pin03, Tih17].
Ptolemaïus [Mos09]. Public [Cha88, Con18, Gol87a, Han16, Hos04b, Nor77, Ste90a, Wa86b]. Publicaciones [Hei14a]. Publication [Ave95, Gin06d, Van06]. Publications [Ano16d, Gin87a, Hos84b, Cha75].
Pulsating [Mae70b]. Punto [Gli88].
Pythagorean [Tan96, Dib79]. Pythagoreanism [Was77].
Qibla [Rag01]. Qing [CL22]. Quadrans [Not20, Kin02b, Kno97, Pou84]. Quadrant [Ben92, Tur02]. Quadrants [Ree11].
quadruvalia [Nor86]. Quadrivium [Ste96].
Questiones [Pin92]. Quaker [Dav08].
Quantum [DK83a, DK83b, De19, De74, KD90].
Quarter [McC89]. quasi [dA17]. Quattuor [She74].
Queen [Eis85]. Quellen [Jor94, Sha94a, Pin92, Voe02]. Quest [Bon16a, CS02b, Hos71b, Hos9a, Nau91, Ped85, Ruf10, Sch99, Sch07b].
qui [Gin78c]. Quincy [Dic91a]. Quinque [Azz11]. Quintants [Ree11]. Quorra [Rag92].
R [Ano15f, Ano81a, Gin90e, Smi18a, Ken78].
Rôle [Har77]. Race [Dun13, Sta07, Vet19, Cre06, Van95a].
Radar [Doe00, Tri13]. radiics [GD93, Gin97a]. Radio [Hew74, Hir85, McC13b, Mit86, Mit19, Nee91, Si23, SL83, Str19, Sul77, Sul99, Sul14, Tri13, Min13].
Radioactivity [Kra07c]. Ragep [Loh19].
Ramus [Swe86a]. Ranganàtha [Pin84].
ranging [TPYR21]. Rantzau [Gin07a].
Rapa [GG14]. Raphael [Rem1]. Rapport [Wil95]. Rare [Con70, Gin01a].
RAS [Ron89]. RASC [UL95]. Rather [Gra12d].
Ratio [Car21, Pou09]. Rational [KD90].
Relief [Pap91]. Religion [Bow10, Cog08, Dav06, Dav08, Gin11c, Lin93, McM05, Osl06, Bro15, Gin12, Sta13, Bow10, Wes94].


Renaissance [Azz06, Bar13b, Blu00, Gin13b, Hor82, Lat00, Loh75, Ocs10, Rap11b, Rem11, Rut13, Wes90, Ban10, Dup14, Gin97d, Gra76, Hor82, Kre99, Kun87, L¨ut92, Mar12a, Sha07a, Swe72, Swe90, VB87, dA74, dV91, vH87, Cam02, Cau08, Don98, Dup14, Hal93, Nor04, Par86, SS08, vB17]. Ren¨assansen [Sha07a]. Renato [LF15]. Renovaci´on [Hei14a, Gra12a]. Replacement [Mer92].

Replicability [Hol10b]. Report [Ano94a, Ano96a, Car00, Siv05, UC22]. Reports [Jon76, NRKN16]. Representation [Fle92, Mea02, Hen76]. Representations [Pan94b, Pan95].


Republic [Hal03, Siv05, Gre16]. Republik [For70a]. Reputation [Cas16]. Reputed [Ome73]. Research [Ano73f, AR86, Bla98b, Bru96, Cha88, Coo75, Dew90, Gen90a, Mac15, Mea02, Mir17, Pau81, Pl016b, RS18, SB72a, SB72b, TQ17, Wea09, Cun16, Sis85, Wea90].

Researched [Van96]. Researches [FV17, For76, Ano15f]. Residence [Hos12c].

Resolutae [Cha98]. Resolute [DeV89].

Resolution [Hos90]. Resonances [Roc19]. resources [CJ22]. Response [Ano09a].

Responses [Swe17b]. Rest [Sha87a].


Revenge [Hos06d]. Reverent [Gin01b]. Review [Fa13].

[Ack05, Ack10, Ait82, Ait86, Ald97, Ald09, Ald11, All71, And90, And00, Ano73e, Ano75c, Ano76b, Ano77a, Ano84b, Ano84a, Ano97b, Ano03a, Ano06a, Ano05, App02, App05, Ait89, Apt99, Apt14, Arm70, Arm72, Arm73, Arm74, Arn95, Ash72, Ash79a, Ash79b, Ash00, Ash82, Ash86, Ash87, Atw79, Aub12, Ave87, Ave92, Ave94, Ave95, Ave97, Ave99, Ave11, Axx17, Azz06, Bak15, Ban13, Bar05, Bar13b, Bat87, Bat90, Bec99a, Bec10, Bec15, Bec19, Bec80, Bed10, Bee71, Be177, Bel07, Bel09a, Bel14a, Bel01a, Bel06, Bel09b, Bel11, Bel14b, Bel19, Ben76a, Ben82a, Ben84, Ben87a, Ben87b, Ben91a, Ben91b, Ben93a, Ben99, Ben09, Ben13, Ben20, Ben70, BS73, Ber74, Ber81, Ber82, Ber89, Ber94, Ber97a, Ber01, Ber92, Ber97b].

Review [Ber12, Ber14, Ber19, Bia04, Big10, Bla98a, Bla98b, Bla91b, Bla97, Bla01, Bla79, Blu00, Boh19, Bok73, Bol05, Bol10, Bol20, Bon76, Bon09a, Bon11, Bon12, Bon19b, Bon19a, Bow83, Bow10, Bra90, Bra15, Bra05, Bre00, Bre13, Bre11, Bir98, Bri01b, Bri05, Bro91a, Bro83, Bro96, Bro10, Bro90, Bru87, Bru78a, Bru82, Bru96, Bru09, Bry81, Ano81a, Bur82, Bur84, Bur15, Bur20, Bur80, Bur10, Cah19, Cam02, Cam11, Cam12, Can90, CL05, CL08, Cap12, Cár88, Car76, Car86, Car97, Car99, Can08, Cau17, Cen14, Cen17, Cer97, Cer99, Cha00, Cha09, Cha19, Cha85, Cha89, CT12, Cha15b, Cha75, CM10, Chr98, Cog08, Coh79, Coh80, Coh86a, Coh91, Coh95, Coh97, Coh99, CS02b, CJ05, Coo75, Coo97,
Coo00, Cor98, Cor03, Cow71, Coy07, Cro15].

**Review**

[Cro00, Cro08, Cro23a, Dal01, Dan04b, Dan11, Dan12a, Dan12b, Dan19a, Dan19b, Dar91, Dav06, De 13, Dev85b, Dev85a, Dev89, Dev96, Dev98, Dev00a, Dev02a, Dev03, Dev05, Dev07, Dev94, Deb87, Deb91, Deb05, Deb13, Dek12, Den00, Dev14a, Dev14b, Dev70, Dew79, Dew87, Dew00, Dic82, Dic90, Dic95, Dic97a, Dic99, Dic00a, Dic00b, Dic06, Dic09, Dic13b, Dij09, Din73, Dob77, Dob79, Dob83b, Dob83a, Dob86, Dob92, Dob96, Dob99a, Dob00, Doe94, Doe00, Doe01, Doe05, Doe08, Doe19, Dog87, Don71b, Don71a, Don73a, Don73b, Don79, Don82b, Don82a, Don86, Don88a, Don92, Don98, Don00, Don02, Don09, Dra80a, Dra84a, Dra90, Dru84, Duk10, Duk11, Duk12, Dun92, Dun13, Dun20, Dup08, Dup14, Ead87a, Ead87b, Eas89, Eas96, Eas10].

**Review**

[Edd71a, Edd74, Edd80, Edd82, Edd86, Edm84, Ehl74, Ehl83, Eis85, Eis88a, Eis88b, Eis96, Eis03, Ell85, Ell08, Eng02, Eva82, Eva86, Eva87a, Eva88, Eva89, Eva92, Eva93a, Eva93b, Eva00, Eva01, Eva02, Eva05, Eva06, Eva07, Eva08, Eva09a, Eva09b, Eva11, Eva12, Eva13, Eva17, Fan05, Fan09, Fat00, Fei84, Fei86, Fei90, Fei95, Fei03, Fei13, Fei02, Fin90, Fin99, Fin10, Fin19, Fle73, For70a, For73, For81, For82, For83, Gal83, Gan15, Gau10, Gau17, Gen15, Gen90b, Gen92b, Gey96, Ger17, Ges19, Gib78, Gib82, Gie20, Gin70a, Gin72, Gin75b, Gin75a, Gin76, Gin77b, Gin77d, Gin77c, Gin78a, Gin78c, Gin78b, Gin80a, Gin80b, Gin81a, Gin81b, Gin81c, Gin82a, Gin82b, Gin82c, Gin83a, Gin83b, Gin84b, Gin84a, Gin85a].

**Review**

[Gin85c, Gin85b, Gin85d, Gin85e, Gin86a, Gin86b, Gin87b, Gin87a, Gin87c, Gin88a, Gin88b, Gin88c, Gin90a, Gin90b, Gin90c, Gin90f, Gin91a, Gin91b, Gin91d, Gin91c, Gin92b, Gin92a, Gin92c, Gin93, Gin94, Gin95, Gin96b, Gin96c, Gin96a, Gin96d, Gin97a, Gin97b, Gin97c, Gin97d, Gin98, Gin99b, Gin99a, Gin99c, Gin99d, Gin99e, Gin00a, Gin00b, Gin00c, Gin00d, Gin00e, Gin01c, Gin01g, Gin01d, Gin01e, Gin01b, Gin01a, Gin01f, Gin02a, Gin02b, Gin02c, GHHB02, Gin03a, Gin03b, Gin03c, Gin03d, Gin03e, Gin03f, Gin03g, Gin03h, Gin04b, Gin04a, Gin04c, Gin05b, Gin05a, Gin05c, Gin05d, Gin06a, Gin06b, Gin06c, Gin07a, Gin07b, Gin08, Gin10a, Gin10c, Gin10b, Gin11a, Gin11b].

**Review**

[Gin11c, Gin12b, Gin12c, Gin12a, Gin13b, Gin14, Gin15, Gle04, Gle07, Gle08, Gle09, God13, God19, Goe09, Gol73a, Gol87a, Gol72, Gol73b, Gol76, Gol87b, Gol95, Gol100, Gol11, Gol12, Gol03b, GG14, Goo09, Gra80, Gra90a, Gra91a, Gra07a, Gra08a, Gra12b, Gra12c, Gra12d, Gra13a, Gra76, GB86, Gra90b, Gra00, Gra01a, Gra05c, Gre99, Gre00, Gre02, Gre04, Gre09, Gre14, Guo09, Gub88, Gur06, Had84, Hal88, Hal93, Hal03, Ham06, Ham09, Ham11, HSS1, Han12, Han09a, Han09b, Har73, Har94, Har92, Har72, Har75, Har78, Har84, Har85, Has11, Has19, Hat83, Hat88, Hat04, Hat08, Haw74, Hay81, Haz02, He94, He97, He99, Hea15, Heg78, Heg82, Heg85, Hei00, Hei14a, Hei09, Hei08, Hei12, Hei14b, Hen75, Hen76, Hen08, Hen09].

**Review**

[Hen13, Hen15b, Her72, Her76, Her80, Her90, Her94, Het76a, Het78, Het94, Hev94, Hef74, Hig12b, Hig12a, Hig17, Hil77, Hin04, Hir85, Hir92, Hir09, Hiv81, Hol03, Hol10b, Hol77, Hol95, Hor74, Hor82, Hos71b, Hos72, Hos73, Hos75, Hos76a, Hos78a, Hos81, Hos82b, Hos83a, Hos83b, Hos84b, Hos86a, Hos88, Hos89b, Hos92a, Hos94, Hos95a, Hos95b, Hos96, Hos97a, Hos97b, Hos00a, Hos00b, Hos00c, Hos01a, Hos01b, Hos02a, Hos04b, Hos04c, Hos04d, Hos04f, Hos04e, Hos05a, Hos06a, Hos06b, Hos08b, Hos08a, Hos08c, Hos11a, Hos11b, Hos12a, Hos13, How02, How05, How08, How80, How88, Hoy84,
Hub83, Hub91, Hufa06a, Hug10, Hus13, Hut12, Iwa96, Jar90, Jar91a, Jar00, Jar09a, Jar73, Jas96a, Jas96b, Jhi74, Jih19, Jon91a, JT92, Jon97, Jon99, Jon10, Jon10, Jor94.

Review [Jus20, Kai07, Kak95, Kaz73, Kel10, Kel78, Kel83, Kel99, Kel74, Ken73, Ken78, Ken82, Ken85, Ken87, Ken94, Kes10, Kes15, Kid87, Khi73, Kin78, Kin79, Kin81, Kin83, Kin87, Kin95a, Kle14, Kn10, Kn90a, Kra07a, Kra99, Kra07b, Kra10, Kra11, Kra13, Kra22, Kre80a, Kre81a, Kre82, Kre86, Kre89, Kre93, Kre99, Kre02, Kre05, Kre07b, Kre08, Kre09, Kre13, Kre19, Kre20, Kri88, Kri94, Kri97, Kli10, Kru83, Kru97, Kru08, Kru17, Kuz80, Kuz81, Kuz75, Kuz87, Kun85, Kun88, Kun90, Kun91, Kun10, Kwa12, Lad10, Lan89, Lan82, Lan84, Lan87, Lan88, LN09, Lás19, Lat93, Lat00, Lat12, Lat19, LF15, LC10, Lep14, Ler06, Ler17, LG12, Ler17, Lin99, Lin79, Lin93, Lin07, Lip15, Lip19, Lip00, Liz17, Llo80].

Review [Jus20, Kai07, Kak95, Kaz73, Kel10, Kel78, Kel83, Kel99, Kel74, Ken73, Ken78, Ken82, Ken85, Ken87, Ken94, Kes10, Kes15, Kid87, Khi73, Kin78, Kin79, Kin81, Kin83, Kin87, Kin95a, Kle14, Kn10, Kn90a, Kra07a, Kra99, Kra07b, Kra10, Kra11, Kra13, Kra22, Kre80a, Kre81a, Kre82, Kre86, Kre89, Kre93, Kre99, Kre02, Kre05, Kre07b, Kre08, Kre09, Kre13, Kre19, Kre20, Kri88, Kri94, Kri97, Kli10, Kru83, Kru97, Kru08, Kru17, Kuz80, Kuz81, Kuz75, Kuz87, Kun85, Kun88, Kun90, Kun91, Kun10, Kwa12, Lad10, Lan89, Lan82, Lan84, Lan87, Lan88, LN09, Lás19, Lat93, Lat00, Lat12, Lat19, LF15, LC10, Lep14, Ler06, Ler17, LG12, Ler17, Lin99, Lin79, Lin93, Lin07, Lip15, Lip19, Lip00, Liz17, Llo80].

Review [Llo89a, Llo90, Llo94, Llo09, Llo11, Llo15, Loc96, Loc99, Loc00, Loh75, Löh19, Lon06, Lov87, Low89, Lut91, Lut92, Lut00, Mac76, Mac93, Ma90, Ma97, Ma13, Ma15, Mar75, Mar87, Mar97, Mar99, Mar03, Mar12a, Mar14, Mar12b, Mar89, Max12, May11, McC82, McC83a, McC85, McC91, McC98b, McC99, McCo4, McCo7, McC11, McC13a, McC19, McC13b, McC13c, McCo8, McK78, McK87, McM01, McM74, McM89, McM03, McM05, McMe07b, Mea71, Mea81, Mea85, Mea86, Mea02, Mei89, Mer77, Mer88, Mer92, Mer96, Mer03, Mer06, Mer09, Mer10, Mer11, Mes15, Mi80, Mi04, Min00, Mir17, Mit86, Mit13, Mit19, Moe77, Moe80, MG86, Mol14b, Mol70, Mol76, Mol93, ML07, ML14, Mor97, Mor01b, Mor01a, Mor08, Mos03].

Review [Mos07, Mos09, Mos10, Mos86, Mul82, Mul84, Mul80, Mul83, Mul81, Mil91, Nak71, Nau98, Nau01, Nee71, Nee74, Nee08, Neu81, Nor76, Nor78, Nor80, Nor82, Nor83, Nor85, Nor86, Nor88, Nor90, Nor91a, Nor92b, Nor92a, Nor94, Nor96, Nor97, Nor99, Nor00a, Nor00b, Nor02, Nor04, Nor06, Nor07, Nor08b, Nor08a, Not19, O'B88, O'D06, Obr19, Oes10, Oes15, Ogi11, Olo04, Ols93, Ome79, Omo11a, Omo13, Omo19, Oos15, Orc84, Orc88, Orc90, Osi06, Osi12, Ost80, Ost92a, Ost97a, Ost04, Ost05b, Ost05a, Pal12, Pal77, Pal84, Pan90a, Pan90b, Pan15, Par86, Par90, Par92, Pas03a, Pas03b, PP07, Pas14, Pau78, Pau82, Pau88, Pau95, PG72, PG79, Ped73, Ped79, Ped87, Peo08, Per00, Pet80, Phi91, Pin71a, Pin73a, Pin74, Pin80].

Review [Pin81, Pin84, Pin88, Pin90, Pin92, Pin03, Pla91, PdV85, Pau75, Pau79, Pou84, Pou85, Pou96, Pou09, dSP78, dP82, Prz79, Qua17, Rad90, Rag83, Rag85, Rag92, Rag01, Rag09, Ram10, Ram06, Rap11b, Rap13, Rap15a, Rap11c, Ras13, Rav72, Rav73, Rea81, Rea84, Rea92, Reec10, Ree11, Ree20, Rei92, Rem08, Rem11, Rem15, Ren89, Ric07, Rob86, Roc08, Roc17, Roc19, Rom06, Ron89, Ros79, Ros73, Ros74a, Ros81, Ros74b, Ros19, Rot80, Rot01, Rot03, Row07, Rud92, Rug95, Rug99, Rug04, Rug07, RC11, Rut03, Rut12, Rut13, Rya71, Rya09, Sal79, Sal90, Sal95, Sal97, Sal06, Sal09, Sam07, Sam13, San99, Sa178, SS08, Sav12, Saw80, Sch07a, Sch15, Sch82, Sch90, Sch91, Sch99, Sch05b, Sch06b, Sch03, Sch12b, Sch14a, Sch70].

Review [SK03, ScH11, ScH07b, ScH14, Ser88, Sev00, Sha07a, Sha78, Sha82, Sha85, Sha87a, Sha89, Sha94a, Sha94b, Sha99a, Sha99b, Sha08, Sha11, Sha17, Sha19b, Sha02, Sha14, Sha87b, Sha96, Sha70, Sha07c, Sha74, She79b, She79a, She86, She87, Shi09, Shi11, Sheu82, Sid10, Sis85, Sis87, Siv77, Siv89, Siv05, Siv10, Smi81, Smi85, Smi89, Smi92, Smi93, Smi94a, Smi94b, Smi94c, Smi96, Smi98, Smi02, Smi07, Smi09b, Smi12, Sm09a, Sm09b, Spr92, Spr93a, Sta72, Sta95, Sta07, Sta13, Sta99, Sta00a, Sta10, Ste99, Ste01, Ste05, Ste06a, Ste12a, Ste13, Ste17, Ste77, Ste90b, Ste98b, Ste00a, Ste02b, Ste06b, Ste12b, Ste12c, Ste88, Ste96]
Review
[Swe76, Swe86a, Swe88, Swe90, Swe92b, Swe98, Swe99a, Swe91, Swe04b, Swe13, Swe17c, Syl07, Tat99, Tat09, Tau04, Tau96, Tau09, Tau11, Tau13, Tay10b, Tex00, Tes10, Thi88, Tho71b, Tho71c, Tho84, Tho86, Tho87, Tho88, Tho90a, Tho90b, Tih07, Tih17, Tip88a, Too77, Too81, Too95, Too96, Tri97, Tri03, Tri13, Tri10, Tuc00, Tur70b, Tur70a, Tur71b, Tur71a, Tur72, Tur75, Tur79a, Tur84, Tur90a, Tur90b, Tur96, Tur03, Tur07, UL95, UC17, Vai12, Van95a, Van95b, Van99, Van02a, Van85, Van89, Van90, Van92, Van94b, Van96, Van98b, Van98c, Van02b, Ver13, Ver87, Ver09, Ver12, Ver17, Vet12, Vet19, Vic85, Vil90, Voe94, Voe97, Voe01, Voe02, Voe03, Voe07, Waf86a, Waf91, Waf01, Waf02, Waf04, Wag88, Wal77, Wal09, Wal13, War71, War79].

Revolutionaries [DeV07].
Revolutionibus [Bhu13, Eva00, Cha19, Gra08a, Bar19, Mos03, Swe88, vNi12, BG03, Gin81d, GW81, Gin84d, Gra08a, Ler00, Mor14, Mos03, SL13, Str16a, Swe74b, Swe81, Wes77b, Gin89c].

Revolutionized [Dan12a].
Revolutions [Coh91, Dan04b, Hef76a, Hos86a, Rag95, Wes77b, Coh91, Too81, Wes09b].
Revolver [LH05].
Rheita [Cov17].
Rhetici [MG86].
Rhetico [Swe86a].
Rheticus [Kra07a, Swe86a, Dan11, God16, Hoo84, Kra07a, Swe86a, VB21, Dan11, Gra80, MG86].
Rhetoric [Ban13, Smi94c, Voe94].
Ribera [Ome73].
Riccioli [Gra10, Gra12d, Mar23, Rap11a].
Ricco [Nal22].
Ricerca [Bel11].
Richard [Duk16, PP07, Fan88, Syl07, Ana05h, Gin97e, dSP78, Syl07, dSP78].
Riches [Not15a].
Riddle [Bee70, Tip88a].
Rider [Bel01a].
Rienk [Hal03].
Righini [Ano82d].
Right [Don71b, GJ22].
Rights [Dew87, Sch99].
Rinascimento [Ana06a].
Ring [TTF76, Fre77, SB84, TT73b, TT77].
Rings [Edd86].
Río [dA17].
Rise [Aub12, Bru79b, Bru78c, Cha02, Dav06, Eis03, Fan05, Gin98, Gin01f, Kol01b, Kol07, Kra07a, Ost84b, Ost84c, Sch87, Sch00a, Wes90].
Risings [Sta72].
Ritchey [Hx94, Hos76c].
Ritual [Mer92].
Rituals [Vai12].
Riverview [DH73].
Riviera [Tur07].
Rivieras [Tur07].
Rivo [Not14a].
rivoluzione [Ana06a].
Rivoluzioni [Omo11a].
Road [Don73b].
Robert [Jar90, Mit19, Swe17c, Cro23b, Hal93].
Roberts [Mac10].
Robertson [Sil23].
Robin [Joh19].
Robinson [Ben14a, Hos90].
Rocha [FF20].
Rock
Rodríguez [Boh19]. Rodríguez-Arribas [Boh19]. Roemer [Cha85, vH83, Cha85].

Roeslin [Gra05b, Gra11b]. Roger [Ano01j, Bre18, Eva17, Mer01]. Role [Bre18].

Roles [Fab19]. Rolle [Gol95]. ROM [Bir15, Eva00, Fei13, Hei14b]. Roman [Bar18, Can08, Eva04, Gra05c, Saw80, AS97, BEG98, Bor98, CLL+00, Jon21, Loc93, Loc95, MHS17, Ram07, RAGGB18, Saw80].

Romanesque [UAGGB21]. Romans [Cer99]. Romantic [Duf17]. Rome [Fan05, Fan05, Han09h, Hei14b, MSH19a, MSH22a].

Rømer [Wlo23, Fab19]. Ronchi [Cen14]. Ronchitti [Don79]. Rond [Wil03]. Rong [Cul07]. Root [Dav15]. Roots [Rob86].

Rosen [Coh86b, Kno90a]. Röslin [Sha99b].

Ross [Ost07]. Rosse [Arm72, Cha15b, BHS1, Ben14a, DH91, Hos90, Mop14a].

Rossii [Wer10]. Rotates [Deb05]. Rotating [Pal08]. Rotation [BS92, Ste77, Ste12c, SMH18, Ler80, Mor01a].


Rov [Rug94, Rug96]. Royal [Apt99, Ash72, Coh99, Dav17, Fei03, Gin18b, Per00, Ron89, Rot80, Tur79a, UL95, Vai12, War78, Ald02, Ano09h, Ash72, For70b, For71b, For71c, For74b, Gin81b, HR92, Mac20, Mul20, Rei18, War78, Coh97, Hea99].

Rubin [Tho22]. Ruby [Tri13].

Rudolphinae [Tho71c]. Rudolphine [Tho71c, JGLO14, LGJLF14]. Rudged [Ber70, Gin90g]. Ruggero [Tuc00]. Ruggles [Rad90, Dun23, Mag23]. Rule [Arn11, Gin03c]. Rus [Rya09]. Rusi [McC08]. Russell [Doe01, DK83b, Doe01, KD90]. Russia [Bat87, Che72, FV17, Nie90, Rya71].

Russian [FV17, MBH16, McC08, Sho21, Wer10].

Russischen [Kri97]. russkoy [Rya71]. Rutherford [Ano81a]. Ryan [Boh19].

ryght [Hos89b].

S [Ave95, Dav08, Fin19, Gin97e, HB92, Jar90, Jar99, Nor86, Nor88, Oos15, Ost84b, Ost84c, Smi96, Smi18a, Smi22, Jon76]. S.E. [SS06]. S.J [Gin96c, Row07, Siv05]. S16C [CS14]. S1C [CS14]. Sa [Fel02]. Saby [Fah23]. Sachs [Gin91d, Too84, Gin91d].

Sacramento [Lie02]. Sacred [Bel14b, BMA90]. Sacrobosco [Cro23a, CMM+15, Gin88e, Kno97, Ped85, Gin15].


Salvation [vdW90]. Samarkand [Kul81].


Sanctuaries [RBH00]. Sanctuary [FJ11].

Sand [Gin86b]. Sand-Glasses [Gin86b].

saniya [Rag85]. Sanskrit [Ans05, Mer88, All71, Plo16a, Sar78, Sha96, Shu82, All71, Sar78, Sha96, Shu82]. Santa [Naut98]. Santalla [Nor99]. Santo [LN09].

Santoni [Lip15]. Sara [Dun20]. Sardinia [HAG93, PRA87]. Sardinian [Ano04b]. GZH14, HZ97, ZHGM96, ZB04, Zed05].

Saros [Gin92c, Gin92e]. Satellite [Dra79, Kwa12, Lau14, Ver13, Wlo10].

Satellites [Cas19, Gin70b, Ogi11, Wil95]. Saturn [CWW17, DN98, Dob99b, Ste09a, Ste10a, Ste19, Ush15, Van74a, Van74b].

Savante [Hat08]. Savilian [Coo84]. Saving [Gol97, Kre93]. Sawai [Gin96b]. Saxe
God07, Har13, Sel12. Searching [Bon05, Whi00, Maf05]. Sea [Sch00b].
Seasonal [Kno03]. Seasons [Pan09a].
Secant [VB21]. Secchi [Cen14, Cen14, Ud´ı21]. Second [Car19, Kid90, Kni70, Kra09, Swe17a, Sha92, Ano80a, Kni70].
Seconde [Bla01]. Secrecy [Sha07c]. Secret [Ait86, Ald97, Cam02, Wil82, Mos10].
Secrets [Car19, Kid90, Kni70, Kra09, Swe17a, Sha92, Ano80a, Kni70].
Second [Car19, Kid90, Kni70, Kra09, Swe17a, Sha92, Ano80a, Kni70].
Secundo [Ler11a]. See [Doe00, Cov17, Hoy81, Lan80, Pet04, She99].
Seeing [Hoc92, Lin07, Sul12]. Seekers [Gol87b]. Seeking [ABB03].
Seeleneinstimmung [Dru84]. Seen [Bla98a, Gra13a, WR08].
Segonds [Ler11a]. Seicento [Van96]. Sein [Bri87, Hor74, Eel83, Rut12, Sha99a]. seine [Gin90f].
seizième [Ler80, Bla01]. Sejong [Ste94]. Sela [Jus20, War19]. selbst [Gin90f].
Selfsreflexion [Kre82]. Selected [Bro10, Gin83b, Hos76a, Hos97b, Hoy84, Ken85, Oes15].
Selection [Rug83]. Selections [Rap13, Rec10].
Selenographer [Sto00a]. Selenography [Pum11, Mil10].
Selenology [Hoy82]. Sellers [Apt14]. Selling [Waf02, Waf02].
Selo [Nor82]. Semi [Gin85e].
Semi-Tygonic [Gin85e]. Send [DeV19].
Seneca [Pin92]. Senecas [Pin92]. Sense [Woo88].
Sent [KY95]. September [Liv13].
Sepulchres [Hos92b, HAG94b]. Sépultures [Hos00b].
Serabit [BSF08]. Série [Wil03].
Series [Bell14a, Gin85e, Hos89b, Rob86, Not23b].
Serpent [Car86]. Serpents [FA97]. Service [Edd80, Hos92a, Lii9, Mer96, Mor01a, Sho21].
ses [Hen76]. Ses] [TSH92].
Sesquicentennial [How88, Rot01]. Set [Sal85]. SETI [Cor98]. Setting [Pas03a].
Settings [Rug85, Sta72]. Settlement [HB92]. seu [Hos89b]. Seven [CH92, Gin03g].
Seven-Year [Gin03g].
Seventeenth [Apt14, Ben87b, Dan12b, Dun92, Fei86, Min00, WW74, Whi73a, Sel12, Aub16, Bau87, Ben84, Bro88a, Bro91b, Dan12b, Gin97c, GM03, Gin13c, Rus74a, Rus74b, Spe13, Ste90b, Str10, VG01, Wer13, Whi72].
Seventeenth-Century [Min00, Aub16, Ben84, Dan12b, Gin97c, GM03, Rus74a, Rus74b, Spe13, Ste90b, Wer13, Whi72].
Shine [Swe92b]. Sh¯atir [Rag16b, Sal87]. shade [Par85]. Shadow [Ben87b, Fin08, Pas15, Vet19].
Shadows [Duk12, Hig16]. Shafts [Wal07]. Shaker [Nor92a, Oes15].
Shakespeare [Wlo15, Fal14, Ush15, Wlo15, CWW17].
Shamans [McC98b]. Shame [Hos92a]. Shams [Sal94b]. Shane [Ost84a]. Shape [Hys96].
Shaped [Ave11, Gin01a]. Shapes [Cam11]. Shaping [Rot17, Har13]. Shapley [Ber70, Gin88d, Het76b, Hos16a, Smi00].
Shatir [Moz22]. Shea [Ave11, Gin01a]. Sheehan [Cro15].
Sheepshanks [Hos91a, Hos89a].
Shetland [TM78]. Shits [Liv13]. Shines [Bec99a]. Ships [And00]. Shirazi [Mor16].
Shixian [CML23]. Shkola [Kul87]. Sidereal [AR00, Chi15]. Siddhántasundara [Gan15, Knu14].
Sepulchres [Hos92b, HAG94b]. Sépultures [Hos00b]. Serabit [BSF08]. Série [Wil03].
Series [Bell14a, Gin85e, Hos89b, Rob86, Not23b]. Serpent [Car86]. Serpents [FA97]. Service [Edd80, Hos92a, Lii9, Mer96, Mor01a, Sho21]. ses [Hen76]. Ses] [TSH92].
Sesquicentennial [How88, Rot01]. Set [Sal85]. SETI [Cor98]. Setting [Pas03a].
Settings [Rug85, Sta72]. Settlement [HB92]. seu [Hos89b]. Seven [CH92, Gin03g].
Seven-Year [Gin03g].
Seventeenth [Apt14, Ben87b, Dan12b, Dun92, Fei86, Min00, WW74, Whi73a, Sel12, Aub16, Bau87, Ben84, Bro88a, Bro91b, Dan12b, Gin97c, GM03, Gin13c, Rus74a, Rus74b, Spe13, Ste90b, Str10, VG01, Wer13, Whi72].
Seventeenth-Century [Min00, Aub16, Ben84, Dan12b, Gin97c, GM03, Rus74a, Rus74b, Spe13, Ste90b, Wer13, Whi72].
Shine [Swe92b]. Sh¯atir [Rag16b, Sal87]. shade [Par85]. Shadow [Ben87b, Fin08, Pas15, Vet19].
Shadows [Duk12, Hig16]. Shafts [Wal07]. Shaker [Nor92a, Oes15].
Shakespeare [Wlo15, Fal14, Ush15, Wlo15, CWW17].
Shamans [McC98b]. Shame [Hos92a]. Shams [Sal94b]. Shane [Ost84a]. Shape [Hys96].
Shaped [Ave11, Gin01a]. Shapes [Cam11]. Shaping [Rot17, Har13]. Shapley [Ber70, Gin88d, Het76b, Hos16a, Smi00].
Shatir [Moz22]. Shea [Ave11, Gin01a]. Sheehan [Cro15].
Sheepshanks [Hos91a, Hos89a].
Shetland [TM78]. Shits [Liv13]. Shines [Bec99a]. Ships [And00]. Shirazi [Mor16].
Shixian [CML23]. Shkola [Kul87]. Sidereal [AR00, Chi15]. Siddhántasundara [Gan15, Knu14].
Sepulchres [Hos92b, HAG94b]. Sépultures [Hos00b]. Serabit [BSF08]. Série [Wil03].
Series [Bell14a, Gin85e, Hos89b, Rob86, Not23b]. Serpent [Car86]. Serpents [FA97]. Service [Edd80, Hos92a, Lii9, Mer96, Mor01a, Sho21]. ses [Hen76]. Ses] [TSH92].
Sesquicentennial [How88, Rot01]. Set [Sal85]. SETI [Cor98]. Setting [Pas03a].
Settings [Rug85, Sta72]. Settlement [HB92]. seu [Hos89b]. Seven [CH92, Gin03g].
Seven-Year [Gin03g].
Sighting [Gau14, Ste08b, WDR11].

Sighting-Criterion [Gau14].

Sightlines [Rug82, Rug83].

Sigismund [Oes15, RR13].

Sign [Bar16, Mol03].

signals [BC16].

Significance [Ano83b, Gin00a, Gra11b, Het74, Jar82, JLGL14, Rya71, TT71, GB86].

Signis [Rut12].

Signs [Gre99, BN81, War19].

Signshadow [GM03].

Silke [Boh19].

Simms [McC94].

Simon [Eva17, Smi94c, Sti07, DOL98, HRVM13, Pas15, Smi94e, Hei99].

Simone [Wil15].

Simplicius [Eva07, Eva07].

Simplified [Tur70b].

Simultaneous [Het75, Kol08].

since [Bon11, Gin11a, Whi92].

Singh [Blz79, Gin96b].

Single [Sul14, Mun13].

Sir [Bec19, Big10, Din73, Gin99d, Hos08c, Hos13, Cas18, Din73, Sel06].

Sirius [Cer95, Cer96, HW07, Hol10a, Kol01b, Kol07, Sch00a, Sch07a, WR08, Sch07a].

Siromani [Pin84].

Sistemi [Gin02c].

Sister [Sha84].

Sistine [Shr00].

Site [Rom06, SS90, ZJ+99, Aug24].

Sites [CFMR77, Ell85, HC99, RMH91, TT78, TM78].

Situating [Lat20].

Sitzungberichte [Wes97].

Siwa [SBF07b, SBF07a].

Six [Dic21, Kol07, Mea70b].

Sixteenth [Gin77c, Gin11b, Jar90, Peo08, Ver17, vdW17, CMM+15, DS89, Gin76, Gin83a, Gre90, Grö83, Kre89, Kre11, Ler80, LG12, Nor80, Sal94b, Sha99a, Spe3].

Sixteenth-Century [Gin11b, Jar90, Gin76, Gre00, Grö83, Kre89, Kre11, Sal94b, Sha99a].

sixth [MHS23].

Size [Gol96b, Gra13b].

Sizes [Hei16].

själen [Sha07a].

Skepticism [Sch15, AB13].

Sketches [Hos08c].

Sketching [Kes15, Nas13].

Skidi [Had84].

Skies [Gin80c, Rug07, War79, Hos10b].

Skills [Kwa12].

Sky [Arn95, Ave97, Bel16b, Gin80c, Had84, Hea97, Hos06a, Jar09a, Kra22, McC83a, McCo7, Mea86, Smi89, Ste11, Sul14, Ver09, Wil87a, Yeo99, Mun13, Ash82, Gin10b, How88, Ost04, Sch07a].

Skyscapes [Bel16a].

Skywatchers [Gol87b, MeC98b, Hiv81].

Skywatching [Ald09].

Slab [SS90].

Slava [Ano15f].

Slavs [Rya09].

Slide [Liv13].

Slot CTE12. Small [Hos05c].

Smithsonian [Doc19, Ger17, Gin87c, Wis06, DeV90, Dic91a, Doe90, Dup90, Lat20, Wis06, Gin01c].

Smyth [Eva87a, Eva87a, Hos88, Hos88].

SN1604 [Mes20].

Snatching [Gin88d].

Sold [Smi94a].

Soldiers [Ano15f, Ger14].

Sole [AH83, Rap11c].

Soleil [Dob86, Ler80].

Solid [Gra00].

Solars [UCI16].

Solar [BM15].

Snows [WAf04].

So-Called [Wes84].

sobranii [Rya71].

Sobre [Omo13, Nor00b].

Sociocultural [Sch01c].

Société [Ano77].

Sociétes [Hos00b].

Societies [Sid10].

Society [Ano76b, Ano94c, Ano15f, Ban13, Ben20, Bre18, Gin81a, Gin81b, Hea78, Heg82, Hin04, Jar90, UL95, Vic85, Wlo23, Gin81b, HR92, Kel83, Ron89, Tho90b].

Sociologist [Smi18b].

Sociology [Sim02].

Socratec [Gre14].

Software [Fat00, Ols93].

SOL [UCI16].

Solar [Ald02, Ano95b, Bar88, Bec00, Bre00, BSL86, Bro88a, Brut96, Cas19, Cha02, Coh86a, Cro12, Cuf07, DeV05, Duk08, Edd71a, ECT10, FA97, Far93, Gra08b, Gur06, Hen99a, Hen99b, Hos80b, Huf91, Jon91b, Jon12, Jon16, KMD+18, LZ99, Mac15, Moe75, MSH19a, New77, OP92, Pan94a, Pan94b, Pan95, Plo77, SS95, SS96, SS97a, Sak80, Sal95, Sch05b, S86, Ste97, SH81, SF95, SF97, SS06, Ste08a, Ste10b, SMH18, SMH20, SW18, TQ18, Tho95, Tre90, WS19, West9, Whi92, Wlo07, Yeo07, Zei85a, GC01, KF70, Ma23, MSH22a, MHZ23, MHS23, UC22, Mac15, Bru96, Haw74].

Sold [Smi94a].

Soldiers [Ano15f, Ger14].

Sole [AH83, Rap11c].

Soleil [Dob86, Ler80].

Solid [Gra00].

Solis [CG12].

Solstice
Solstitial [BAE93, EBA94], Solution [Swe00, Van74a, Wes91a], Solving [Cer96, Mor01b, Kin73, Sta95], Some [Ano04b, Ext92, Jon86, Kaw95, KG92], Mea71, Mil14, Pin98, Ros82a, Rug87, SG05, TM78, Tur77, Van71a, Van71b, Wos60, ZB04, Ano84b. Sommer [Gin01b]. Somerville [Eis85, Nee08, Nee08]. Sometimes [Zso10]. Somnium [Voe97]. Son [Ben20, Hos12b, Lan87, dA17]. Songs [Hos06a]. Sonne [Hub83, Fei13, Hei14b]. Sonnenuhren [Eag08a, Eag08b, Eva08]. Sons [Dew70, Gin97b]. sopra [Gin02c]. Soul [Bon05, Sha07a, Gin14, Ste88]. Soul-Searching [Bon05]. Source [Ano71d, Bar18, Dob83b, Het74b, Kre10, Kun86a, Mer88, Not15a, Ost80, Petit72, SL13, Sha96, She15, Tri97, WW71]. Sourcebook [Kre08, Cer99]. Sources [Ano78b, Arm74, Dal78, Dob83b, Gin07b, Mer88, Sar78, SL83, UC17, UC19, Van71a, Van71b, Wos60, ZB04, Ano84b, Kno97, Mon22, Oes15, Pou85]. South [Ave05, Hos91a, SCV20, Hos91a, Pou95, Rug94, Rug96]. Southern-West [Rug94, Rug96]. South-West [Bla91a, Edm98, Hea97, Orc90, Sch02, Smi92, War77, War79, Ano97c, Cze99, Hos10b, Sch98, Wos96]. Southwest [Rot03, HVT+01, You86, Zei85b]. souvenir [Bir74]. Sovereign [TQ17]. Soviet [Ano15f, Ger14]. Soyria [PP82]. Sozietdt [Wes97]. sozvezdii [Sol90]. Space [Ano15f, Bed10, Ben76b, Bro10, Cres15, Doe08, Eva82, Ger17, Go60b, Hiz92, Hufo6a, Kes10, Kru08, Lat20, Lut14, Lov87, Mac93, McCo7, McC13c, Rem15, Sis85, Sr92, Tat99, Tat09, Tri10, Tur72, Van95b, Waf91, Ben14b, Ger14, Ano15f, Dic00a, Hos02a, Maa93]. Spacefarers [Neu13, Ger17]. Spacefaring [Dic00a, Hir92]. Spaceflight [Bro10, Neu13, Ger17]. Spain [Ano17c, Hos92b, HVT+01, Iwa96, Kun80, Lei17, RC16, UC16, Mer96]. Spanish [Mos10, Mos10, Rec22, Smi93, UC16, UC23]. spätere [Gre00]. Speaking [Gra20]. Special [Bre18, Gin82a, Mil81]. Species [Rab05]. Spectacle [Sut02], Spectra [Ko90, Sut72], Spectrographic [RS22]. Spectrographs [Sta10]. spectroheliograms [Mal23]. Spectroscope [Hos07a]. Spectroscopy [HD06, Mea02, Op82, Sut72, Hea14, Hen15b, Hen15b, Eis88a]. Spectrum [Hen99a, Hen99b, Mea02, Plo77]. Speculatie [Van98b]. Speculum [Ped79]. Speed [VH83]. Spencer [Bar88]. Spera [Pou79]. Spera [Gin91, Cro23a, LN09]. Sphaerica [Ber12]. Sphaerical [Gin93b], Sphaericorum [Gin89a]. Sphären [Dr84]. Sphere [CMM+15, Sid04, Sta72, Swe99b, Pin81, Gra07a]. Spheres [Bol05, Don73a, Gin95e, Gin03d, Gin04b, Gra06, Hos2a, Nor07, Sal94a, Swe72, Swe92b, Bol05, Wes77b]. Spherical [Dru84, Gin93b, GH07, Plo90, Kin73]. Sphericity [Voe92]. Spheres [Ber12]. Spheroid [Deb91]. Spin [Van14b]. Spinning [Sch11]. Spiral [Gin92a, Het74, Het75, Hos76c, Hos82c]. Spirals [ASCE14, DH91, Liv13, Mar23]. Spirit [McM05]. Spiritual [GG14]. Spitzer [Ost97a, Smi07, Ost97a]. Spokes [SD03]. Spot [Hoc92, Mac15]. Spotlight [Sal12]. Spots [Pas03b]. Spread [Fin99]. Spring [Da04]. Springer [Apt14, Bec15, Cro15, Cro23a, Gee98, Hea15, LF15, Loh19, Mir17, Mit19, Mol14b, Roc17, Sil23]. Spuren [Kri97]. Spurious [Wlo10]. Sputnik [Bru96]. Spyglass [Sha07c]. Square [AZB02]. St [Oes15, RR13, Wlo15]. Stadt [Wil75, Wil75]. Staffs [Roe11]. Stalinist [Nic90]. Stampa [Gin10a]. Stamping [D13a, LF15]. Stamps [LF15, Rap20]. Standard [Kra20]. standardization [Boh23]. Standards [Cah19]. Standing
Standstills [MEA91].

Stanislaw [Ave95, Jas20]. Star
[AB13, Ano01b, Ash81, Bon07, Cer99, CS14, DE00, Dob02, Duk02, Duk03, Eva87b, Eva87c, Eva92, FZ07, Gin70a, Gin81c, Gin00b, GHBB02, Gin06b, Gin12a, Gra07b, Gra10, Gra13b, Hos08g, Hos11b, Hos13, IK80, KPG03, Kri93, Kul80, Kun00, Kun08, Kun86b, Kun91, Loc83, Loc92, Moz16, Nor08a, Pin88, SC88, Sch01, Sch08, Sch13, Smi12, Smi18a, So109, Sta06, Ste14, Swe86b, Sym02, SC13, Tho84, Ver13, Wal07, War71, Wri07, Zso94, Bec22, Cas21, Moz22, Pop22, Sch15, She90, Nor08a, Wil79, Cer99, Coo75, GWZ22, Kra97].

Star-Clock [Loc83]. Star-Size [Gra13b]. Stardust [Dic13b]. Starého [Gin83a]. Starlight [Aub12, Chin16, Eis08a, Hen15b, Cen17, War80]. Starowolski [Ait82]. Starry [DeV03, Gin90f, Gra19b, HDG +13]. Stars [And00, Apt99, Ave09, Ave11, Bec19, Ber92, Bon09b, Cas18, Cha15a, Cro12, DK83a, DK83b, DeV00b, De 06, Dek20, DeV94, Eas96, Gau18, Gen0a, Gin04c, Gra13b, Gui85, Had84, Hei16, Hol09, Hos77, Hos79a, Hos08f, Hug10, KDG0, Lay02, Lin07, Mal07, Mar12a, Mor92, Mor89, Ogj11, Ost97a, Pfi91, RC92, Rug99, RC16, Sch07b, Smi00, Ste16, SG09, Swe92a, Tiu13, VB01, Wag87, Whl71, Wil07, Wlo90, Zso10, Zso20, CM23, Ber70, Ber81, Bry81, Die13b, Gin75a, Gin06b, Kre89, Kun91, Mea70b, Tai10b, Wag88].

Structures [Dan22, Hen15a, NR14, WP22, McC91].

struggle [Kut23].

Struve [DeV89, KI10, Oes15, RR13, KI10, DeV89].

Students [RS18].

Studi [Hos04c].

Studia [Ait82, Jar73, Nee74].

Studien [Ano06a, Jor94, Swe76, Gin15, Sha82].

Studienplan [Har94].

Studies [Ald09, Ave95, Bel14a, Ben99, Ber82, Ber01, Chii5, Dal01, Eas00, Gin91d, Gin99b, Gin11b, Har92, Hos76a, Hos86b, HAG94b, HAC95b, HAG95c, HP98, HMA+98, HS99, HVT+01, Hos02d, Lan83, Lut91, McC07, McM03, Mer96, Mir17, Nor08, Nor09a, Plo93, Ram10, Rei92, RH00, Sal06, Sis85, Ste90b, Cun16, Bar05, Ben82a, Ben91b, Kun85, Nor06, Ste90b].

Study [Ell85, Eva93a, For74a, Gin03b, Hol10b, Hos97b, Pan09a, Rag85, Roc16, SC04, SG07, Tih07, Waf91, War79, Zep19, Rec22, Van10, Ano15f, Kin78].

Studying [Doe00, Whi00].

Stukeley [Hos85c].

Stuttgart [Bur15].

Suanjing [Siv98].

subject [Mia12, Bra15].

Sublime [McC13c, McC13c].

Sublunary [Sch03].

Substantial [Rab05].

Success [Mue00, Ost86].

Sudan [BFAH+10, CLL+00].

Sudhoffs [Bur15].

Sufi [Sch13].

Sui [TQ18].

Sullivan [Sil23].

Sumero [Sol09].

Summaries [Ano92h, Ano93a, Ano94h, Ano95a].

Summary [Ano96e, Ano97i, Ano98h, Hos88h, Kin95a, Bec15].

Summits [RM92].

Sun [Bre00, Gin91b, Gra13a, Kre93, LL87, Mor97, PP07, Sch05b, Wh92, UC23, Ave05, Bau87, Byr11, DK83b, Eas01, Gol01a, Gra22, Gra19a, Jon16, Ler80, MSH20, Moz13b, Moz13c, Pas03b, PP07, Plo77, Pow88, Rug99, Sha75, SP12, Swe99b, Van98a, Ves98, Zei85b, ZH12].

Sun-Centred [Eas01].

Sundial [EM08, Loc89, Sav12, Mas21].

Sundials [Arn11, CLL+00, Che73, Tun20, Eag08a, Eag08b, Eva08, Gin03e, Llo89a, Llo90, Loc93, Loc95, Sav12, Sav80, Sch01c, SK16, Tau94, Tur70b, Han21, Par85, Llo90, Saw80].

Sundials. [Tur70b].

Sundry [Gin04c].

Sunny [Rag85].

Sunrise [BN81, CML23].

Sunset [BN81, CML23].

Sunspot [Bau87, Gin03h, Mue00].

Sunspots [Bau87, Bon12, Pas03b, Top03, Bon12].

Surviving [Ben81b].

Surya [Rag85].

Sunrise [BN81, CML23].

Sunset [BN81, CML23].

Sunspot [Bau87, Gin03h, Mue00].

Sunspots [Bau87, Bon12, Pas03b, Top03, Bon12].

Surviving [Ben81b].

Survival [McC89, PS98].

Surviving [Ben81b].

Swedish [Tur79a, Sha07a].

Sweeper [Hos05c].

Sweeps [Hos05e].

Sweeps [Hos05e].

Sweeps [Hos05e].

Swenson [Ave18].

Swerdlow [Duk05, KE22].

Sydney [Orc84, Orc84].

Sygkepleriazein [Bia15].

Symbolism [BM15, Gin01f, McC90].

Symbols [RS84, Zei85b].

Symmetry [GH07, HG04].

Symphony [Gin85b].

Symposia [How88, Rob86].

Symposium [Ano77j, Ano78d, Ano84b, Ave95, Ben82a, Ben91b, Cár88, Déb87, Dob79, GHHB02, Hen76, Moe77, Nor78, Rot01, Spr93a, Wi15, Wil75, HE82, Woo00, Ken82, Loh75, Sha82, Wal77, Kra22].

Synchrony [Sal06].

Synodic [Gol03a, Ste10a].

Synopsis [Gin85g, Hos85a, Wag88].

Syntaxis [Too77].

Synthesis [Gin14].

Syria [Ack05].

System [Bru96, Car08, Cas19, CS02a, Gol02a, Gur06, Jar90, Kra17, Ler05, Omo11b, Pin84, Smi86, Ste02a, TQ17, Van06, Kur21, Cro12, Gau87, Yeo07].

Systems [Car99, Cul05, Gin85e, Gra08b, Kel99, Kul75, ...]
Mal78, Qua17, Cul17, Qua17, Mul80, Ric07.
Syzygies [Hos95a, Kok98, Kre11, PC01].
Syzgy [CG97, GC19]. Szpiech [Boh19].
T [Sil23, Sch23a]. T. [Hoy81, Lan80, Pet04, She99]. Tüsi [dB95, Ves73]. Table [Ano95a, Ano01c, Cul07, Gin16b, Hus12, Mar95, Moz16, SC13, Thu94, Fal23, Mo22, Rem15]. Syzygies [Hos95a, Kok98, Kre11, PC01]. Syzygy [CG97, GC19]. Szpiech [Boh19]. T [Sil23, Sch23a]. T. [Hoy81, Lan80, Pet04, She99]. T¯us¯ı [dB95, Ves73]. Table [Ano95a, Ano01c, Cul07, Gin16b, Hus12, Mar95, Moz16, SC13, Thu94, Fal23, Mo22, Rem15]. Syzygies [Hos95a, Kok98, Kre11, PC01]. Syzygy [CG97, GC19]. Szpiech [Boh19]. T [Sil23, Sch23a]. T. [Hoy81, Lan80, Pet04, She99]. T¯us¯ı [dB95, Ves73]. Table [Ano95a, Ano01c, Cul07, Gin16b, Hus12, Mar95, Moz16, SC13, Thu94, Fal23, Mo22, Rem15]. Syzygies [Hos95a, Kok98, Kre11, PC01]. Syzygy [CG97, GC19]. Szpiech [Boh19]. T [Sil23, Sch23a]. T. [Hoy81, Lan80, Pet04, She99]. Tüsi [dB95, Ves73]. Table [Ano95a, Ano01c, Cul07, Gin16b, Hus12, Mar95, Moz16, SC13, Thu94, Fal23, Mo22, Rem15].
Cle71, Dav15, Dew79,Dic82, Eva11,Gin86b,Gin88c,Goo09, Han09b, Jhi74, Kel99, Kru08,Kru22,Kul81,Moe83, Moe84b, O’B88, Par90, Roc08, Sak80, Spr92, SF94, Ste12c, Str23, Tum74, Wa02, Wlo07, Ben14b, BC16, CJ22, GJ22, Rem15, Ald97, Ave92, Ave95, Br09, Dun20, Eva11, Gin78a, Gin85c, Gra01, HS81, Kre89, Ste12c, Syl07, Tur72, Wlo07.

**Time-keeping** [Str23].

**Timekeeping** [Ben20, Sal06, Smi81, Waf02].

**Timely** [Gin88c].

**Times** [Ano77a, Arm73, Dic09, Gin87a, Hol77, Mor01a, Nor00b, SSM97, SS97b, Ste97, Ste98a, SF93, SG09, TT83, CL22, CML23, BN81, Nor08b, Pa12, Sha87a].

**timings** [MSH21].

**tinnar** [Sha07a].

**Tinsley** [Eis01].

**Titelbilder** [Ano06a].

**Titius** [KH73, Jak72b].

**Tobias** [Her72, Wil11, For70c, For80a, Kle14, Wil11, Gin82b, Kle14].

**Today** [Llo11, Moe77].

**Todd** [SM04].

**todos** [dA17].

**Together** [Sal95].

**Toke** [Gan15].

**Toledan** [Gin06c, Gin06c].

**Toledo** [Swe04b, Cha07, Swe04b].

**Tomb** [GB10].

**Tombauh** [Rea92, Rea92].

**Tombe** [ZHGM96, HAG93].

**tombes** [PP82].

**Tombs** [BEG98, BEBM02, HAG95b, HP98, HMA98, HP99, HS99, HVT01, Le08, Le09, Mor02, PHP92, PHP93, PR87, RH00, SK08, PP82, Bel01a].

**Tome** [HRVM13].

**Tommy** [Eva13].

**Too** [Zso10].

**Took** [Ano15f, Ger14].

**Toolbox** [Gin13b].

**Tools** [Dan12b, Gin99a, O’D06, RPPA15, Rot17, Har13].

**Topical** [Rot03].

**Topics** [Wel84].

**Toronto** [Smi18a].

**torquemod** [Wlo22].

**Torreon** [DW83].

**Tortzen** [Wlo23].

**Toruń** [God24].

**Total** [MCH19a, MHZS23, SS06, MSH22a, UC23].

**Totale** [Rap11c].

**Tour** [Hut12].

**Touring** [Hut12].

**Tower** [Kra99, Hen92, Hen97, Rod73].

**Towns** [RAGGB18].

**tra** [Bel11].

**Trabant** [Het14b].

**Tracing** [CR11].

**Tractatus** [Tur03].

**Trade** [Gin02b, Rud92].

**Tradition** [AS97, Eva92, Gin81d, Gin00b, Gol98, GC06, KD98, Lan98, Mal90, Mar14, Mer06, Mo93, Mos11, Pan10, Pan12, Rag01, Wko07, Lat00, Sal97].

**Traditional** [Shi09].

**Traditions** [Ber92, Hos06a, Moz19, Bir74].

**Traduccion** [Cha19].

**Traduzione** [Omo11a].

**Tragedy** [PP07].

**Tragic** [Mac76].

**Tragicall** [Tur75].

**Training** [Edm11].

**Traité** [Hus13].

**Traité** [Cha09, Wil03].

**Trajectoire** [Hos11a].

**Transactions** [Ano15f, Jar90, Kel83].

**Transcription** [Ano15f, Van10].

**Transformation** [Hod77, Ost05a, Sal97].

**Transformations** [Jon15, Rag05, Roc17, Wes18].

**Transformed** [Gin03g, Smi91].

**Transgressor** [Jar09b].

**Transit** [Bel20, DOL98, Dic09, Gin05c, Gra13a, Kol08, Sch01b, SM04, Van76, Yeo00, vHS6, Ye00].

**Transit** [Har92, Kre02].

**Transits** [Bra05, Dic09, Dun13, Gin13c, Gur06, Gur06].

**Transjordan** [BGP13].

**Translated** [Cro15, Lep14, Ste98b, Bresch, Swe17c, Too95].

**Translating** [Gin04a].

**Translation** [Bon09a, Cha19, Eva05, Fin10, Gan15, Gin96c, Gin03b, Gra01, Has11, Kel10, LGJLF14, Neu81, Pa12, Pan09a, Ped87, Pin03, dSP78, RA18, Ros74a, Sal95, Sha02, Tih07, Too81, War93, Wil82, Zep19, Bou23, Van23, Car99, Don93, Knu14, Swe86a, Ziee23, An05, Lin07].

**Translations** [CMM15, Gra08a, Vai12, Ber12, Ras13].

**Translator** [Gau87].

**Transmission** [An05, Dal01, DS89, Gec18, Gin03a, GC08, Nor06, Sal97, dB95].

**Transmitting** [An06a].

**Transversal** [Bol77].

**Trapped** [Don88a].

**Trattati** [GM03].

**Travails** [Kri97, Smi07].

**Travel** [Ban01].

**Traveler** [War93].

**Travis** [Had84].

**TRB** [GGCF06].

**TRB-West** [GGCF06].

**Treasure** [Haz02].

**Treasure-Hunting** [Haz02].

**Treasures** [Gin94, War95].

**Treasury** [Hos02a, Hos05a].

**Treatise** [Ack05, Eva89, Gan15, Gin03b].
Gra14b, Hoo84, Kin02b, Lin07, Nor92a, Nor02, Oss12, Pin71a, RA18, Sam07, Ste88, Swe86a, Tur96, Yaz14, She15. Treatises [Gin97c, vdW80, Har75]. Treatment [Aab72, Gol96b, Mac98]. Trebizond [Sha07b]. Tree [Edd86]. Trends [Wea90]. Trent [Ped83]. Trepidation [CG03, Pin72]. Tr`es [Not15a]. Trial [Ano05a, Bla91b, Fan09, How05, JLS+05, JHLS05, Lew07, Osl06, Wes90, Wil00, Ano05a, Bia04, CR22, Car08, Don88a, Gin82c, Gin89b, GV98a, GV98b, Gin07a, Gra06, Gra13b, Ham06, JLS+05, JHLS05, Kre05, Mess1, MJT03, NK+16, Poo78, Sch13, Sch23b, Ser13, Sha07a, Tho73, Van06, Wes78, Wes79, Bia04, Kre05, Tho71b].

Tycho [Don88a, Gle04, GB86, Lat93, Peo08, Sha07a, Wes90, Wil00, Ano05a, Bia04, CR22, Car08, Don88a, Gin82c, Gin89b, GV98a, GV98b, Gin07a, Gra06, Gra13b, Ham06, JLS+05, JHLS05, Kre05, Mess1, MJT03, NK+16, Poo78, Sch13, Sch23b, Ser13, Sha07a, Tho73, Van06, Wes78, Wes79, Bia04, Kre05, Tho71b]. Tychon [Moe75]. Tychonic [Gin85e, Car21, Car08, GW81, Gin85e]. Tychonis [Gin89b]. Tyng [Vai12]. Type [Dra80, Nor97]. Typologies [Cha12].


Union [Ano79b, Ano70b, SGDO02, Gin90d, Way96]. Unison [Str93]. Unit [Sha84, SF94]. United [Ano97c, Waf01, Wil96, Hu91, Rot17, Smi97, Waf01, Waf02, WW71]. Unity [Dav09, Blu00]. Univers [Gra07a, Har85, Hen76]. universalis [Hos89b]. Universe [Arm73, BH73a, BH73b, Ber82, Car86, Cor98, Dav12, DeV03, Dob83a, Ell08, Fall14, Gin01d,
DOL98, Dic09, Dra84b, Dun13, Gin84c, Gol96b, GC99, Gra13a, Gur06, Hen15a, Mar95, McC83b, MS85, Moz19, NKM+16, Pal01, Pet84, Sch01b, SD03, SM04, Spr93b, Spr93c, Ste09, Vai12, Wei82b, Whl00, dJ12, vH86, AH83, Bra06, Gin97c, Gra13a.

Venustafeln [Ste12a].

Vera [Tho22].

Verbiest [Gin96c, Has11, Nor91a, Siv05].

Verdensbilledets [Hol03].

Verdun [Fle92].

Verfertiger [Bre13].

Verhandlungen [Kel78].

Verification [CT93].

Verlag [Bur15, Hei14b, Joh19, Oes15, Wes97].

Verlagsanstalt [Ano15f, Kle14].

Vermeer [Mil04, Mil04].

Vermij [Hal03].

Vernacular [CMM +15].

Vernet [Gin99b].

Vernunft [Van98b].

Veröffentlichungen [For73].

Veronica [Cov17].

Verrier [Lan84, Se14, Gap15, Ros82b, Se14].

Verse [Gan15].

Version [Pou96, Fat00].

Versions [Gol11].

Very [Gib82, Ler17, McC83b, Wil04].

Verzeichnis [Gin99e].

Vesmir [Dob83a].

Vetus [Not20, Kin02b, Pou84].

Vetustissimus [Kin02b].

VI [Kin81, Swe98, Ano15f, Bol19, SL13, Eva00].

VI/1 [Swe98].

VI/2 [Swe98].

Vía [Omo13, Dav09].

Vicariensis [CR22].

Vicente [VH86].

Vicissitudes [Cha90].

Víctor [Car86, Wes91].

Viktorianer [Dev97, Dic09, Sch05b, Dic09, Pan94b, Pan95, War98].

Vie [CL05, Hat08].

Vienna [Sha85].

Vienne [Sha99a].

Violette [Car23, Swe75].

View [Ald97, Car86, Dev96, Ell90, Eva93a, Fei95, Gin00a, Gra09, Her80, Hom72, Lad10, Lan18, Sch82, Sch03, Spr93b, Spr93c, AB13, Sch15].

Viewed [Cor03].

Viewing [McC07].

Viewpoint [McC94].

Views [Dic90, Gur06].

Viginti [HH07].

VII [Bro10, Mes20, Mes21, Kru17], viii [Bec15, Bec19, Bon19b, Dan19b, Hei14b, Jar90].

Vikings [Kru97].

Villalobos [Kru17].

Vimond [CG03].

Vinzenzio [GM03].

Vincenzo [Mos11].

Vinci [RP87].

Virginia [Olo04, Olo04].

Virgilio [Can12].

Virreinato [Ave87, Gil88].

Virtue [Bec00].

Vis [AH83].

Visibility [FSAD99, Hog88, LS05, Kin88].

Visible [Lüt00].

Vision [Ano84b, Ben87a, Ome79].

Visionaries [Tat09].

Visione [Lin07].

Visionis [dJ12].

Visited [MHS17].

Visits [Ash03].

Visual [Lan83, Lüt00, Meo02].

Visualisierungen [Fei13, Hei14b].

Visualization [Wri07].

Visualizing [Hei14b, Rap11a].

Visuelle [Eas10].

Vita [Ser88].

Vitel [Ano15f, Mal10].

Vitesse [Cha95].

Viviani [Ree20].

Voice [Aub16, Smi94c].

Voices [Ger14, Ano15f].

Vol [O’B88].

Voie [Hos04f, Wei82a].

Vol [Gin86b, Gre02, Hol77, Kno90a, Lüt00, Tuc00, Ano15f, Cro15, Gin76c, Han09a, Tho71c].

Volgens [Van98b].

Volker [Mos07, Mos07, Spr92].

Vols [Eva17, Wlo23].

Volume [Ano14b, Ano15c, Ano16a, Ano17b, Ano18b, Ano19, Ano20b, Ano21a, Ano23, Gin91d, Nor88, PdV85, Tho90b, Wes90, Ano78c, Ano79d, Ano89d, Ano22c, Rag83].

Volumes [Ano79c, Ano89b, Ano20a, Hos83b].

Volvelles [Llo89b].

Vom [Van98b].

Vor [Ana06a, Jor94].

vor [Swe90].

Vorgängerinnen [Ham09].

vorkolumbischen [Spr92].

Vorpommern [Eag08a, Eag08b].

Vorstellung [Voe02].

Vortex [Whi73b].

Vorheil [Ham09].

Vortices [Whi73b].

Vorzeit [Eva06].

Voyage [Hos04b].

Voyager [Doc05].

Vulcan [Dic99, Fon73].

Vulgar [Rud92].

Vulparius [Gin77a].

W [Ano81a, Gef75, Kes15, Mit19, Moo94, Ost89, Rus02, Sta06, Van14b, Wil15, Wil08a, Wil09, God13, Hil77, Prz79, Rav72].

W. [Ost89].

Wadi [EBBM02].

Walcher [Zep19].

Walery [KKSS21].

Wales [Cam11, Cam11, Pow95].

Wall [Kre20].

Wallingford [dSP78, Sy107, dSP78, Sy107].

Wallis [Ano95d].

Walter [DL15, HB92, Ost95, Ost97b, Ost98, SK03].
Wissenschaften [Oes15, RR13].
wissenschaftliche [Kre82, Ost05b].
wissenschaftlichen [Ano06a].
wissenschaftliches [Sha99a].
Wissenschaftsforschung [Kre82].
Wissenschaftsgeschichte [Kre82].
Wissenschaftslegitimierung [Ano06a].
Witch [How05].
Witelo [Sha02].
Within [Bla98a, Chr98, Dre15, GC08, Roc19].
without [Bec00, Far05, Kra07b, Nor96].
Witness [AS97, Cha17].
Witnessing [Kol01b].
Wittenberg [Gin77c, OT13].
Wittich [Jar90].
Wolfenbüttel [Gau10, Gau10].
Wolfgang [Ano15f].
Woman [Aub16, Tri13, Wil07].
Women [Bec99a, Mac90, Mul20, Ogj11, Zru21].
Woodcuts [Lüt10].
Woodlawn [Plo93].
Woodruff [Sil23].
Woolf [Olo04, Olo04].
Words [Ano06a, Ud121].
Work [Apt99, Bol20, Bro88b, CM10, Cru95, Cou18, FF20, Gal83, Gin82b, Hol10b, Loc00, Mer11, Naz16, Sha71b, Sul02, TT75, Túr90b, Sal87, Sal94b, Doh92].
Working [Ano12a, Kok98, Smi22].
Works [DeV85b, Don71b, Don79, Gin93, Gin08, Hos05a, Kno90a, Lat19, Potu96, Rag92, Ros74b, Sal90, Boh23, Gin93].
Workshops [Gin91c].
World [Ald09, Ano77l, Ano80a, App05, Bel09b, Bon16a, Bre17, Cam02, Car99, Eva11, Fek13, Gin85e, Goc11, Gra22, Has19, Hos78a, Hos94e, How86, How94, Hun18, Jar90, Kid90, Kol92, Kre89, Kru83, Kul75, Lar05, Na016, Nee08, Ost92b, Pla91, Poro9, Rago1, Ric07, Rut13, Sal09, Sch03, Sid10, Spr03b, Spr93c, Ste98b, Sve17c, Van95b, Van06, Wes93, Wil14b, Vet19, Zuj11, Dal01, Gin78c, Gin03g, Hal88, Hen08, Hos06a, Kru83, Mar12b, Mos10, Müı91, vdW90, Gau87].
World-Edifice [Gin78a].
Worldly [Gin93d].
Worlds [Ave95, Bro83, Cro12, Don71a, EZ16, Far04, Fei90, Lau14, Nor00a, Par92, Rap11b, Rug90, Str99, G+99, Wes89, Ave95, Gin06b, Han09a, O’B88].
Worldwide [Mor97].
Wren [Ben75, Fei84, Jol10, Fei84].
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